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2.4  LO^ /Community Control 

Anyway, if our communities controlled their own back yards, we would 
definitely kill several birds with one stone on that.  local  control would also 
mean better long-range  planning, avoiding the boom-and-bust log mill 
townships that we've got here.  The  Current  practices are short-sighted. For 
example, these major dear-cuts with a heavy timber bias create vulnerable 
plantations, not multigenetic diversity. We  often feel around here that we're 
a Third World  country, MAYO49O.MM (Word) IPg 2161 

There must be better  accountability by centralized powers for the regions they 
supposedly represent.  The lack of accountability must be addressed with local 
community  control. We would not be in the mess we are in now if  we would 
have  had real input all along.  It is my opinion that if centraliid 
governments do not begin to respond to local input, the only  choice that we 
have is to vote them out MAY290.ED Word) [Pg 111 

We believe  there  needs to be a  much  more  consistent  practice of high 
standards of forest management throughout the entire province. The Village 
of Sayward is not interested in either public or locd government control of 
the  forest  resource.  However, we do believe in meaningful public 
partidpation  and involvement  in forest land management planning. Local 
government needs to  be  fully aware of and involved  in  all forest 
management activities in our domestic drinking watersheds, starting at the 
planning  stage. h 4 A Y O 7 9 O . W  (Word) [Pg 1631 
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3. Public  Involvement in the Integrated  Resource  Planning  Process 

Thematic Overview 

A structured and predictable system of public involvement  in the resource planning 
process is required to  incorporate  changing public values and to ensure that the 
potential  impacts of resource use decisions are fully accounted for before operations 
begin. Partidpation at the local  community  and  regional  levels  may be the only 
means by which the trade-offs  between  quantifiable  market values and less tangible 
ones  can be effectively addressed. 

Related Issues: 

The urban public  (along with their  environmental groups) is too f a r  away 
from the action in resource use areas to understand the impact of 
environmental campaigns on  the livelihood of local  communities  which 
bear  the brunt of changes demanded. 

Involvement of the public should begin at the earliest planning stages rather 
than  after planners are  committed  to  a  restricted  variety of options resulting 
from their own resource bias. 

Community  Forest  Boards  or  Commissions  need  to  be  established  to 
formalize public participation at the local  level. 

More  emphasis  needs to be placed  on environmental education in the 
schools,  both  to  increase environmental awareness and  to increase 
understanding of the  forestry industry. 
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Results of Transcript Review 

Summarv: 

A search of the first transcripts for public involvement found 156 occurrences. 
Speakers voiced support for  increased public involvement, and  frustration with 
current public involvement opportunities. A variety of suggestions were made for 
how  increased public involvement could occur. 

Examules of comments: 

. 

0 

e 

. 

The next  section is public  involvement. And we believe that the Ministry of 
Forests is  trying^ to portray the image that  they are involving the public in 
land use decisions but in reality  they want the public to know and say as little 
as possible.  (APR2590.ED) 

... I  believe  the government is  not doing its job when we talk about public 
involvement. ... I  believe that logging should not  take  place without public 
involvement.  There is a  process  in  place at the present time, but I - in  my 
opinion it is  very  complicated, and the average person simply doesn't 
understand it. It's a  difficult  process to become involved-in, and there has to 
be something  that's  much more simple ... (APR1790.ED) 

We  need  a public involvement  process that ensures input from the public 
and other resource  users. (APR1790.MM) 

One of the needs I see in this province  is  for greater public involvement. I 
can see that people should be more  involved in the  local resource use 
planning process and the coordinated resource management planning 
processes.  And I suggest that almost every watershed should have one of 
these pl ans... (Christine Galliazzo, forester,  speaking  for  self. AF'R1790.MM) 

Re: public involvement  in planning and management of forest practices: 
There are certain  practices out there that  much of the  public questions, and to 
be able  to  develop some of the, or to sustain our economy they have to  be 
aware of what the  consequences of not - of the alternatives to some of those 
practices.  (Mr. B.T. Barr, APR1990.ED). 

The other brief  deal with  the struggle for  democratic  decision-making.  Again, 
in  recent  years  there has been  a dramatic increase in the demand for  public 
involvement, in forest land use  decision-making. and this demand, in  my 
estimation, is primarily the  result of public concern  over the detrimental 
effects of indiscriminate and careless  logging. ( M r .  Waelti,  APR1990.ED) 
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I feel that the Ministry of Forests has the mandate  to involve public 
involvement. And I think quite obviously the process that they've had in 
place up to  now hasn't worked all that well.  (APR2390.MM) 

e ... I feel that when  it  becomes clear and concise of what those new marching 
orders are, I have full confidence that the Ministry of Forests  can  carry out the 
new orders as well as they have in the past and that they can ensure that  there 
is public involvement at all  levels.  (Mr.  Marritt,  APR2390.MM) 

i 
I 

i 
This  brings  me to the last issue that has  come up here concerning this 
planning process and the public involvement.  There has been a lot of 
cynicism expressed  here, and which I share, about the public  process.  I am a 
veteran of four years of the Meares Island Planning Team, at the end of which 
the  recommendations were essentially  totally ignored. (APR2390.MJ) 

The  Western Canada Wilderness  Committee, we don't engage in any civil 
disobedience  at  all. We like  to use just  education and work with existing 
regulations,  and we feel that the public advisory committee or joint planning 
team,  public  involvement  programs are a  useful means to  get more 
community  involvement  in  the  local  forests.  However,  we've  been stalled by 
the  Ministry of Forests and by  Fletcher  Challenge in trying to get any of these 
improved public  participation programs going in our local watershed. 
(Western Canada Wilderness  Committee, APR2590.AS) 

The  second  topic  here  is improving public  participation. The Ministry of 
Forests  has  a good public  involvement  process.  They just have to  make  more 
use of it.  many people in the Ministry,  even at the  Resource  Officer  level, are 
not  familiar  with it and have  never  heard of it. I would suggest more 
education  in  that regard, even down to  the  field Operation Supervisor level. 
(APR2590.AS) 

I am proud of my current employer  who puts strong emphasis on sound 
forest  management  practices,  has  a  successful  record of reforestation and 
encourages public involvement at every  level, and I hope the situation is 
allowed to continue into the  next  century.  (APR2490.MM) 

As a spiritual education, as a  need  to  know  in  this day and age, I've noticed at 
a  few of our public involvement  meetings,  people  have come up and they've 
said, We really have some  questions  that  concern us personally.  We don't 
know  how to go about it.  We're  not sure what's involved.  We don't know 
where to  get  into  the  process.  (APR2490.MM) 

We raise seven  major  points  in our submission.  Under  the planning process, 
we have in  this  province a system  that  is supposed to be adequate for  public 
involvement. We have preharvesting silvicultural prescriptions; we have 
Five-Year  Management  Plans;  we have Management and Working  Plans, but 
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if this system is supposed to be as effective as it is in public involvement, why 
are we, as Germans for instance,  constantly faang so many last-minute crises 
that demand a much more intensive public involvement process? Our 
company is currently involved in seven comprehensive planning processes 
within our operating area. 

Our experience in these  processes is that the public is not content with only 
receiving an education about forestry practices; they demand an active part in 
the planning process and which  we  concur with. (Gorman Bros. Lumber Ltd. 
APR2490.MM) 

It is our opinion that there are serious shortcomings in the level of public 
involvement skills of those of -.in industry, as well as in the Ministry, to be 
as effective mmmunicators as we might be. (APR249O.") 

I really feel that  we have to have more public involvement. We don't want 
involvement  by  reaction; we want involvement by planning, good planning. 
(APR2590.W) 

My suggestions  was  for h y b e  a  tree  farm  licence  to be set up to one of the 
environmental groups, ... or turned over, because the companies say they 
make their  money on their manufacturing plants, not on their tree farm 
licences. This might be one way of getting more public involvement. 
(APR2690.AS) 

Public  involvement in planning logging is a  failure.  Since 1986, the Kootenay 
Lake East Shore  Forest  Council, a committee of concerned  citizens residing on 
the East Short of the  lake,  has  been  intensively involved with Window Box 
and Lumber, the major permit holder ... 
We are at an  impasse.  The  council and other residents invested time and 
money  in  good  faith, and it has yielded us nothing. We have wasted our 
time. Now it is  clear  to us that what is sought by the  company is not public 
involvement but public  acquiescence  in the ongoing  process ... (Mayl90.MM) 

The success of any  plan  or  development  project is heavily dependent on the 
process  followed, and an  essential  component of the  process is meaningful 
public  participation.  The Institute recommends that legislation  be developed 
to ensure that appropriate processes of public  involvement are  used, both by 
the public and private forest  interests.  Ideally  these  processes should be 

MAYO49O.MM) 
legally required with  a  prescribed  format.  (Planning Institute of  B.C. 

Regarding  Public  Involvement:  Over  the  last  decade,  the  Ministry of Forests 
has ignored the guidelines set out in the Ministry's own handbook on  public 
involvement. Granted, the  public is given  the opportunity of attending 
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storefronts and public hearings and to offer input  on various concerns, but in 
that same decade, if anything has changed, it is  forestry's  increasingly 
defensive attitude and arrogance. (MAY29O.ED) 

If you want more public involvement  in the forest industry there is going to 
have to be more people directly  involved in the forest.  And I feel that 
woodlots would be one avenue of creating more public involvement through 
jobs and awareness. (APR1790.ED) 

In public involvement, the public must be involved at a  local  level early in 
the planning process. The government must be open about land use 
decisions. The native land claims  question must be addressed. (Skeena 
Cellulose  Inc.) 

Meaningful public participation is essential to achieve sustainable forestry, 
and resolve land'use conflicts. Public  involvement must include direct 
participation  in  forest planning through local advisory committees that 
represent  the  full  range of public  interests.  (AFR1990.ED) 

As for the tenure systems and public  involvement,  these  two  concepts should 
be interwoven into one  with  community  control over their resource and 
removal  from  an  area.  With  a  wise, sustainable long-term  plan that would 
maintain  both  ecological and economic  integrity and diversity of the region. 
(APR1990.ED) 

Traditionally, our public involvement  has  been  in the nature of information 
out,  feedback  in, and if you  look at the  levels of public involvement, that's 
fairly  low down on the list in terms of providing for meaningful 
involvement, so I think there  has be to other alternatives looked at that will 
bring  that  in. (APFU090.ED) 

Public  involvement in resource  planning: Many opportunities exist for 
public input into  forest  management  plans;  however, the public is often 
unaware of these opportunities. 

Another  reason for the  often sporadic partidpation in the planning process is 
the  public's  lack of knowledge of the  issues. Appropriate avenues  for  public 
input must be made available at the early planning  stages. 

The IL.MA recommends  that  the  Ministry of Forests amend and reissue their 
public  involvement  handbook to illustrate appropriate stages in the planning 
process  for public involvement. 
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Formation of regional round tables, as suggested by the B.C. Task Force on 
Environment Economy, should be expd ted  in order to formulate regional 
sustainable development in forest land use objectives. ULMA, APR2390.MM 
Interior Lumber Manufacturers' Assodation). 

At this stage, we're willing to go with the Ministry of Forest's public advisory 
committee and/or joint planning team process. They are both well 
documented as to how  they should be run. They are what's called extended 
public involvement programs of the Ministry of Forests, where they will  help 
coordinate groups such as ours with representatives of industry unions and 
the forest companies to  sit down at the table and review forest development 
plans in order to come up with a concensus on what  should  happen in  local 
areas. (ApR259O.AS) 

Decisions  about what to do with Crown land should be made by the 
Government, through a public involvement process: I think a community- 
based board would be one option that might  work. (Mr. Falkiner, 
APR1890.ED) 

We want to work  with industry to develop an education program to have the 
public out on the forest lands to see it and touch it for  themselves.  Take the 
expression, A picture is worth a thousand words one step further. Get them 
out there and feel it. If the government truly wants public involvement we 
should be providing a  certain  level of knowledge  such  that the response is 
based on  more than emotions gathered through the media.  (APR1890.ED) 

In terms of increased public partidpation, I think  this is an  excellent 
illustration of that.  I think in many  cases,  most  companies have sort of 
circled the wagons.  They have had a  very sort of fearful outlook on sort of 
public input,  and public involvement in some of their  decisions, and I think 
forest  companies should be encouraged to be a lot more proactive, to show 
leadership, and to see what they can be doing with regard to the situation that 
they find  themselves in now, and not sort of reacting every time  a situation 
occurs.  But, showing leadership in those areas, in terms of providing public 
input and public involvement. (APR1990.AS) 

The  idea of the Community Resource  Board, the Community Forest  Resource 
h r d ,  might not be particularly practical either, but it is born of our 
frustration with  the public involvement  process as it stands now; and by  that 
I mean, the public involvement  process  in terms of forest planning. 

It  is true that the Club  is  asked  to  contribute, and we're often happy to do so, 
to the forest planning process,  but  it's  at  considerable  cost to us, as members. 
One of our committee  members, for example, is just simply unable to get 
time off  work  to attend these  hearings.  This is quite common though, at  least 
in our experience, in terms of public  involvement  sessions.  The plannning 
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Naturalists Club? APR18 .W)  
sessions  are  held during the day. We are  expected  to attend those. ( k l o o p s  

Point number five, ineffective public involvement and information 
processes.  There seems be be widespread  misinformation  in the province and 
ignorance, leading to  some  kind of a fear that seems to be gripping people of 
the  province. ... Processes may be formal, if that's  necessary  for  public 
involvement  in  decision-making, but the province and  the forestry sector 
must  commit  significant  time and resources to it; we just have no other 
alternative. I don't think  we  can do a half baked job, it  needs to be done right. 
(APR199O.MM) 

The public doesn't understand that  there is a public input process in place, 
albeit it may  not be perfect, and as I say  it's not understood. And also there's a 
misconception that forest tenure means  land ownership. And, of course, 
dear-cutting, there's  a  misconception  that dear-cutting is  taken  strictly for 
economic  reasons. 

I believe,  however,  that  armed  with  the  balanced  information,  the general 
populous will  in  time  make  the  correct  decisions about our forest  resource. 
APR179O.W [Pg 551 

I like the idea of a  public advisory committee  established for each community 
and having jurisdiction  over  an appropriate portion of the timber supply 
area. (APR259O.MM) 

What  we ask for is  a  community  forest  licence to be managed by a board of 
directors elected  by  the  community.  The board will appoint the community 
forester,  who will  plan  and supervise all logging and forest restoration with 
true public participation, not  the  charade of public  involvement  which we 
have now. (h4AY190.MM) 
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4. Economics 

Thematic Overview 

The  public  perception of economic  arrangements in the  forest industry vary  widely. 
People  believe  that  more  effective  use of the  harvested  resource  would  occur if 
waste  were  turned  to other uses, if the industry were  diversified  onto a wider  range 
of manufactured  products, if the  small  business  programs  were  better supported and 
local  communities  had  more  control of tenured  lands. The major  concern 
expressed  is  the  generation of well  paying, secure employment opportunities. 
Harvesting  for  sustainable  yields,  environmentally  benign  management  techniques 
and  value-added  manufacturing are seen  by  many as potentially  creating  many  new 
jobs. 

Related Issues 

Stumpage  fees have to  reflect true market  value.  Stumpage  fees are seen  to be 
an economic instrument which must also  reflect  employment and economic 
benefits  to  local  communities and the  deterioration of the forest land base. 

The  capital of the  forests  must  be  maintained. 

There  should  be  a  competitive log market. 

Raw log exports should not be allowed.  Value-added  manufacturing 
opportunities  should  be  encouraged by, for example,  adjusting stumpage fees, 
dedication of 25% of the AAC to  value-added  manufacturing and/or a new 
form of tenure  based on value-added  manufacturing.  The  economics  of 
value-added  manufacturing, i.e.  whether  these products be produced more 
cheaply  elsewhere, is not  clear. 

I 
I 
~ 

j 

I 
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There  must be a  balance  between  large  operations (TFLs etc.) and small, 
locally  or  community  based  operations  (woodlots  etc.).  One  half  of  logs 
should come  from  non-tenured  lands. 

Subsidies to new entrants into  the  forest industry should not  be granted. i 
Timber  cut  in  a region should  be  to support the  conversion faalities and the 

! 

I 

related  jobs  in  that  region. ! 

able  to  give  the land the  same  degree Gf expert  treatment  that  a  larger  firm 
with  professional  staff  may  provide.  Others  suggest  that  small  businesses 
have  more  flexibility and would  be  more  responsive  to  community  interests 

v 
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There  are opposing views  as  to  the  ability of small  businesses  to  properly 
manaee tracts of forest  land.  Some arwe that  small  businesses  may  not  be I 
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sacrifi . Tourism and other non-destructive economic uses of forest land are 
in the large scale  clear  cut  process. 

Effective forest management strategies will  need  to  be coordinated with 
federal jurisdictions i.e. native lands. 
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4.1 Exports 

Results of Transcript Review 

The results of  the transcript review have been divided into three major  topic  areas 
as that is the extent of the major searches to  date.  The  topics are as  follows: 

4.1 Exports 
4.2 Employment/Economic  Development 
4.3 Value-added  Manufacturing 
4.4 Tenure 

4.1 Exports 

Summarv: 

In the search for export and exports, 81 occurrences were found. There was overall 
opposition  to  raw  log  exports  when value added work could. be done in  B.C.Raw  log 
exports should not be allowed.  Value-added manufacturing opportunities should 
be encouraged by,  for  example, adjusting stumpage fees, dedication of 25% of the 
AAC  to value-added manufacturing and/or a new  form of tenure based on value- 
added manufacturing. The  economics of value-added manufacturing, i.e. whether 
these  products be produced more  cheaply  elsewhere, is not clear. 

Examules of comments  related  to  Exuorts: 

0 ... so it seems  to me if somebody  could  process  them  somewhere  else and 
make a usable product from it, then we should be  able  to  find  someone here 
that  can do the same.  And so it  would seem like  there shouldn't be  any  need 
to have any  whole  log  exports ... APR2690.ED  [Pg  1291 

Even Sweden,  which has a similar  sized  working  forest as B.C. has  close  to 
three times  the population of  B.C., and therefore, a greater domestic  market. 
Thus, B.C. remains a major exporter of softwood products, accounting for 
close  to  fifty  percent of the world's softwood  exports.  Actually, it should be 
close  to  forty  percent. 

As British  Columbians,  it  is  both our destiny and our obligation to continue 
to  maximize a world  source of a recyclable,  biodegradable,  and  renewable 
softwood supply. APR1790.AS [Pg 601 

And  this is something  that, another prinaple that should be established, is 
that we are  not  going  to - I know  there is some  limit  on  the export of raw 
logs, but there's - I don't know what the  limit  is  in  the export of lumber, but 
we've got  to  say we have a prinaple here,  that  we want jobs here, and we're 
going  to  insist  on far more  value Bdded industry in the  province. 
APR1790.AS [Pg 7 7 1  
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4.1 Exports 

Could I just raise a point about the ban,  the proposed ban on log exports? A 
lot of the timber that we log is through a broker. It is exported. And if there is 
a blanket ban put into  place that would effectively kill a lot  of small business 
enterprises. APR1790.ED [Pg 461 &.-Bruce 

One article  that I read about a year ago stated that B.C. controls 25 percent of 
the worlds export lumber  market. I also know that the Japanese are paying 
more for one of our raw logs than what our sawmills get for  the finished 
product out of that same log.  As  much as $180 dollars a cubic metre for a 
number one spruce log. APR1990.ED [Pg 1261 

As for  all  forest  tenure,  maybe we are approaching it all the wrong way. 
Maybe there should be no quotas. Maybe  each cutting permit should be open 
to bidding to any and all individuals or companies in the province,  with no 
raw log exports at all.  Maybe that will ensure that the timber  is  utilized  to  its 
greatest potential. High quality timber would go for  high  prices, and the 
processor  would have to produce a high quality product to make a profit. As 
it is now, we have high value timber and we are turning it into low value 
products,  two-by-fours and chips. 

If foreign corporations can buy the raw logs that we export on an individual 
basis at log auctions and still  make a profit, surely we can do the same with 
individual cutting permits. APR1990.ED [Pg 128) 

Rob talked about following  some of the products we  make  beyond our 
borders, and it would be an interesting exercise  to  follow  those products. And 
we ship,  what,  ten  billion dollars in export products in forestry out of British 
Columbia,  and it would sure be interesting to  follow  them and  see where the 
value or how  much value is added in other jurisdictions, and it indeed 
would be significant. APR2090.ED [Pg 951 

... when  you  can ship a log to some foreign country and have  it manufactured 
and come  back at a cheaper  price than what you  can  buy  the  same product for 
in the province, I would assume that we have a serious problem. 

In the past Victoria  has  cut off the  export of round logs  and insisted that they 
be manufactured, may it be  just  cut  in  cants  or whatever, and that you were 
then eligible to ship them  to  foreign  countries.  Well, at this particular time, 
and it has happened before, and I believe it's up this May 30 again, isn't it -- 
yes, the export - if they  were  to  cut  the  export  off,  you  know, all the small 
loggers, at least  mid-coast and north coast are going to  be dead in the water. 
Because there's no way that the Vancouver market will  allow  you to log  and 
make any kind of a profit  with  the  high stumpage that's being paid ... 
APR2090.ED [Pg 1061 
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There's  actually also two points  there,  they go back about two years or so. 
Initially,  we  had a 15 percent export tariff,  which was based  on  the  dimension 
lumber that  was  going into the United States, and at the time  the government 
and other people saw fit to transform  that export tax into a stumpage. One of 
the big problems  from our point of view  is that, the export tax  was initially 
designated to apply only to dimension lumber  for the housing industry in  the 
States,  but  by  transforming  it into a stumpage, it in effect ended up being 
applied to all products. APR2390.ED  [Pg 111 Mr. By1 

In order to promote B.C. based  industries, the export of raw timber and round 
logs should be prohibited. Only  high-value end products which have been 
manufactured in B.C. should be exported. APR2490.MM [Pg 511 

Clear-cuts,  slash burning and intensive forestry should be encouraged on TFL 
areas,  subject only to environmental problems. On all  provincial lands 
outside of TFL tenures, the  commission  to deade the priorities of individual 
areas  with d l  values to  be considered. 

Immediate  ban on export of all raw logs  from  all lands, Crown and private. 
We cannot have industry threatening job  loss  to counteract government 
policies  while they are  allowed to export jobs and also  allowed to construct 
mills  that double the cut but reduce the manpower by up to 50 percent. 
APR2490.MM [Pg 751 

If you  look at the.statistics,  this is secondary manufacturing or value-added 
manufacturing, it's being  carried out right  now  mostly  by  small and medium- 
sized  companies. If you  look at the  overall  statistics  the  big  forest -- tree  farm 
licence  holders  mostly export dimension  lumber  to  their corporate mothers 
in Tacoma and elsewhere, but are not in any great way into secondary 
manufacturing. APR2490.MM [Pg 1611 

0 ... we need  to change.the way our forests, our trees,  are given, at cut-rate 
prices, to large corporations. Apparently we get less money than any other 
country for our volume of timber.  Apparently we get less jobs  now than we 
used to,  fewer  jobs than many other countries,  because we export the raw 
resource. We don't do much secondary manufacturing. And I think  the way 
to do this is to  move the control  from  the government to  local  community 
groups. The community that lives  near a forest is f a r  more interested in that 
forest  than  anyone  else. APR1990.AS [Pg 371 

We believe  that  there should be legislative requirements to stop  the export, 
completely  stop the export of raw  logs, and significantly  begin  to  restrict  the 
export of timbers  and  cants,  which amount to nothing more than raw logs 
with  the  bark  sawn off of them,  in our opinion. APR1990.AS [Pg 1741 

Point five, no log  exports,  period. AP1890.AS [Pg 37) 
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4.1 Exports 
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At the risk of appearing simple,  let me suggest that the  provincial 
government prices the timber and sets the various tax rates. It can  choose  to 
do so in away that encourages  increased cutting rates,  increased road-building, 
and increased log exports. Or it can choose to do 50 in a way that encourages 
value-added manufacture, and discourages exports of  unprocessed products. 
AF'1890.AS [Pg 1141 

Basically, we find that jobs  lost to mechanization  were  not  offset in the 
manufacturing sector,  because of the  overemphasis in the province on the 
export of raw logs, and only  semi-processed  wood  products.  AF1890.AS  [Pg 
1621 

One of my greatest  concerns,  for some time, has been the export of raw logs, 
which I consider  to be a particular folly  when we don't  have an adequate, as 
f a r  as I can find, inventory of our old growth st&. And it's rather strange to 
see a  leading  American  researcher  being reported in OUT press the last two or 
three days,  complaining of that fact; doing research up here on rain forest 
inventory,  and  discovering that there is really no adequate data, no complete 
inventory of old growth forests. 

So, once  again, I consider  it  very  unwise to be exporting the volume which 
we export when  we don't know what we've got  for the future. 

It's argued that  three per cent,  only three per cent of our forest production, 
allowed production is exported, but it has to be borne in mind that previously 
the bulk of that three per  cent  came out of the  Vancouver  Forest  District  here, 
which had prime,  good supplies of prime fir, and so - which  was already 
badly  over-cut - so that it's  really overloaded this. 

Now that  has  been stopped, but so that the export is coming mainly from  the 
north coast, particularly from Indian reserve property, which is under federal 
jurisdiction, and over  which  we  have no control. AP1890.AS [Pg 167-81 

We recommend  that provinaal government stop raw log exports and begin a 
program to  process  wood here to the final product with much improved 
research. APR1990.MM [Pg 271 

Promote the expansion of forest industry jobs  by eliminating the export of 
raw logs, cants  and chips. These raw materials  can greatly increase the 
number of secondary  manufacturing jobs.  APR1990.MM [Pg 451 

Log exports. As a national union the PPWC has been  calling for a ban on all 
log  exports for  over  ten  years. We again repeat that call. ARP2090.MM 

4.1 Exports 

So, I don't s e e  them  big  guys,  they  can  compete without the  tenure.  Don't 
worry, they  will  build  their  plants,  because  the  wood  is  here, the fibre is here. 
We also got  to  realize, we  supply them  with  a tremendous infrastructure. 
They  get  cheap  hydro,  they  get natural gas,  they  get  a superb road system. 
Without  that  they  could  not  exist. APR1990.ED [Pg 7 7 1  

As a local union we have a  real  problem with the garbage for  hemlock wood- 
chip swap occurring at Cache  Creek.  Clear-cutting so called decadent hemlock 
and selling it at 25 cents  a  cubic  meter so that the logs can be ground into chips 
for export and used to subsidize the transfer of Lower  Mainland garbage to 
Cache  Creek  is  a poor use of our timber.  When B.C. exports raw  and semi- 
processed  forest  materials  we are exporting jobs. ARP2090.Mh4 [Pg 01 I 

We want to ensure that our forests are efficiently managed so that we can ~ 

maintain our position on the export market. But is the present system, where 
the  licensees do  the work and the Forest  Service  checks it, efficient? ~ 

APW90.Mh4  [Pg 2 2 1  ~ 

Recommendation:  Immediate  cessation of clear-cuts larger than four 
hectares, slash burning and use of chemicals  in B.C.'s forests; number two, 
prohibition of all  whole  log and cant exports ... h4AY0390.MM [Pg 571 Ms. 
Bowman 

\ 
l 

I 
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We must discourage the export of raw logs and encourage local value added 
industry. MAY790.M  [Pg 1151 M r .  Duryea 
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Summarv: 

In the search  for  "employment",  there were 195  occurrences.  Employment and 
community  stability are major  public  concerns. The forest industry is not  concerned 
with  creating more jobs.  The  forest industry talk of dangers of reduced employment 
by addressing environmental concerns  is a red herring - they have reduced 
employment drastically with large scale operations and automation. Small,  local 
companies; value-added manufacturing; r e q ' d i g  and environmentally benign 
silviculture will provide more employment over a longer  term.  Tourism is 
recognized as creating employment options, however, these jobs are  perceived to  be 
low paying. There will need  to be negotiations with unions about changing 
employment structures. 

ExamDles of comments  related to  Emulovment: 

Now,  while  this  may  be  small potatoes compared to the giant forest industry, 
we must remember that we really  occupy  only a very  small part of the 
provincial  forest and, more significantly, we are among the ultimate in 
sustainable development. 

And, if we are  allowed to operate in a protected environment, one  successful 
fishing lodge can generate as much revenue and as many jobs  over an 80-year 
to a 100-year growing cycle, as the value of the  timber that is removed. 
APR199O.MM [Pg 1271 

Re: Auctioning wood Number  one,  we're a small company. It would be 
very  difficult  for us, beginning in 1979,  to compete  with a company who  has 
had tenure in the province  for 25 years  and would probably have a fairly 
healthy  bank  balance. As well, there wouldn't be  any certainty of 
employment because at every  auction you don't know if  you would be 
successful  in  obtaining  the  wood  or  not.  It  would  be  very  difficult to offer any 
security to  your  employees  whatsoever. APR2590.ED [Pg 101 

Nobody has addressed the  problem of employment.  Two  years  ago,  in a social 
gathering, a principal of a medium  sized  sawmill - incidentally, not the  one 
I'm working for  presently, but the prinapal of a medium sized  sawmill  says: 
I'm looking forward to the  day  when I'll have four people operating my 
sawmill and cutting ... 
That is  technically  possible,  even  today.  But,  God,  at what a price. We can't 
stop progress, but it is a price. 

We're  going  to  be  very short of employment. Unfortunately, we  will have to 
go  looking for the five  dollar an hour tourist industry jobs. 
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Nobody's addressed that. I don't think I have an answer for it presently, but 
one thing the Commission should look at is  the  problem of future 
employment within the industry. APR2590.ED [Pg 1541 Lany Ciejka 

This  local  forest  economy must be maintained and increased intensive 
silviculture programs are essential  in order to see this happen. Intensive 
silviculture  will  greatly  benefit  not  only Chetwynd, but also other local 
communities through increased employment, diversification of local 
economies, forestry training  for the local  work force and protection of existing 
long-term jobs. APR2690.ED  [Pg 811 

More  small business sales means more revenue for the provinaal 
government and/or employment  for  small operators. Small timber quotas 
and  woodlots can create  more  employment  by using smaller low ground 
pressure equipment and/or horses  or  cable  logging equipment. APR2690.ED 
[Pg 117 Mr. Loberg 

It's imperative that the government, and  not  the private company, manage 
the remaining resources  on a truly sustained yield  basis, so that employment 
in our communities  will  be guaranteed forever  more. 
I would  like to suggest that the Commission  consider that each  tree  farm 
licence  be  managed  on its own sustained yield  basis, so that all our 
communities are protected. APR1790.AS [Pg 181 

Management and unions will  have  to  train workers to  be  multi-skilled. For 
the  forestry worker, that  could  mean an opportunity  or requirement to  move 
from one skill  to  several  skills.  Could  it be possible for workers in one field of 
employment  to  move to another  as  the demand changes? APR1790.AS  [Pg 371 

And one of the  main  reasons  for  having a strong independent Forest  Service 
besides poliang the industry, is to provide the graduate foresters and forestry 
technicians  an alternate place of employment, a place where they can  practice 
forestry to its fullest  potential without the  fear of having to  worry about 
corporate  policies  and the need  to show huge profits. APR1790.MM [Pg 291 

I think we now have sufficiently  cost-effective alternatives to herbicides  in 
forest management  that  we can afford  to  curtail our reliance on these 
chemicals  immediately,  possibly  even  creating some employment  in  the 
process. 

Another  issue  of  key importance to the  concept of sustainable development is 
the  employment of forestry  practices  which preserve the earths fertility and 
productivity. APR1790.MM [Pg 8 4 1  
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Encourage paper manufacturers to get  into the business of recycling paper, 
rather than issuing pulpwood harvesting licences.  The  Ministry of Forests 
must become a  player in actively  promoting  the  recycling of paper as an 
alternative form of employment for displaced industry workers. 
The  practice of selling  raw  logs,  cants and chips to foreign  countries must 
stop. This will ensure manufacturing jobs within B.C. that are not currently 
being  retained  here. APR179O.Mh4 [Pg 1051 

Re: sustainable development: We're going to do this by researching and 
providing public disdosure of facts that surround resource issues and 
conflicts in the interests of better public  decision-making; develop public 
education materials on sustainable development; encourage better resource 
inventories; and identify and encourage economic enterprises that achieve 
both high employment and sustainability. 

The  focus of our group is on sustainability. APR1990.ED  [Pg 121 

So, we are attempting right now  to  focus on developing the  factual  basis  for 
many of the issues  in  the  region.  One of them  is trying to identify  economic 
enterprise opportunities .which  will  create sustainability and full 
employment.  And we're putting together proposals for  a  project  to  try  to put 
those two together.  APR1990.m  [Pg 211 

So, it is the job of government, through the Forest  Service, to compel  them to 
reform. It may  well  mean  smaller  short-term  profits, but should lead to  more 
stable,  long-term  employment for a  larger  workforce. APR2090.AS [Pg 261 

Research is needed to find  more  ways of giving needed employment in a way 
that  creates  real  wealth  instead of destroying it. This could  be done by 
developing industries here in  B.C.  which  process the wood that is cu t  into a 
wide variety of finished products. APR2090.S [Pg 271 

When that is accomplished,  all  benefits,  direct and indirect, of a sustained 
yield  policy  will be realized. Perpetuating our forests stands will not only 
provide a  continuity of wood supply essential to maintain our forest 
industries, primary and secondary,  with subsequent regional  stability of 
employment, but will  also ensure a continued forest  cover adequate to 
perform the invaluable functions of watershed protection, stream flow and 
run-off  control,  the prevention of soil  erosion, and of providing recreational 
and scenic  areas, and a  home  for our wild  bird and animal life." APR2090.AS 
[Pg 451 

Small-scale  logging and sawmilling  are traditional activities which provide 
employment  for  some  people on most  larger  islands, and timber sales are a 
source of income  for  some  larger land owners.  And the Islands Trust has a 
policy  to  encourage  forestry  practices  which are compatible  with and 
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complementary to the values of conservation and  rural living. APR2090.AS 
Pg 661 

Well, probably,  I guess,  one of the things is that  I don't think that the big - 
certainly the employment requirements by the large companies aren't the 
same as they  used to be. You have machine operators now and very few so- 
called  labourers in that  area ... 

Yes, well  I'm  looking at employment. I'm really hung up on what's 
happening to our young people and the jobs are diminished and small 
operators normally employ more people. They're more efficient in a  lot of 
their  ways of doing things, so they can  afford  to hire more people. 
APR2090.ED [Pg 321 Mr. Funk 

In my experience,  these  big  tenures,  long  term, are held  by  a diminishing 
number of multi-national  corporations.  In my opinion,  they do not provide 
better forest  management,  they don't provide maximum  economic returns to 
the province and they don't provide for  local employment or community 
stability and that's  from  today. I recognize  that  those  were  probably  objectives 
when tree farm  licences  were aeated, but I don't believe that's current today. 
APR2090.ED  [Pg 411 

i 

0 ... I think that there is a  concern that reductions, if they are needed,  that  they 
do take place with consideration and that all of the values are analyzed and 
that the community  impacts are considered.  I  think  there's  a lot of other 
opportunities for  local forest employment  beyond harvesting. I don't 
particularly agree that there isn't more manufacturing that can happen on  the 
Charlottes.  There are people  who want to  live here, if the opportunities were 
here, I think  more  people  would stay here.  APR2090.ED [Pg 721 

i 

! 
We're always  left  with  the  impression  that what the companies care most 
about in the whole  world is  jobs  for  workers. In reality jobs, or the lack of 
them,  are a result,  never  a determining cause of corporate policy. 

It's dishonest for  the industry  to a te  lost employment in their  quasi-moral 
campaign against preservation of a  few  relatively  small  parcels of old growth 
forests.  And  for  years they've hoodwinked  workers, the public, entire 
communities, and probably  even  themselves,  with the slogans of, "sustained 
yield and "forests  forever",  while  they  at the same time automated the 
woods and ... APR2390.ED  [Pg  631 

Okay. To keep this  colossal  red herring afloat  elements  in the industry 
neglect  to  remind us of why  they are in  the  business  in  the  first  place. 
No employer  ever pumped money into an enterprise guided by the altruistic 
notion that he's providing employment for anyone but himself. 
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Jobs  that  accrue are a by-product of the enterprise; a determining criterium in 
directing business operations is  the  level of return of investment. 
If the profits are good,  they hire like hell, and take all the glory, and if they're 
bad,  they  lay off, and  blame  everyone else. Payroll is the largest expense in the 
income statement, and in  recent  years the forest industry has done 
technological  back flips to reduce that drain on profits.  And reduce it, it has, 
by some extraordinary percentage. 

Never in good consaence can the forest industry cite  loss of employment as 
having anything to do with  its probleks. APR2390.m [Pg 6 4 1  Mr. Laundy 

We must take the bull by the horns and begin to reduce the provincial AAC 
to a long-run sustainable yield. This action bdl not  negatively impact our 
present  needs if we  begin  to shift our industrial emphasis to secondary 
manufacturing which  provides  more value and more employment per  cubic 
metre. AP2390.MM [Pg 1211 

Re: slash  burning: In view of global  warming,  this  simply can't be tolerated 
any longer. 

Slash  can  be dealt with by mulching  machines. Of course, this will be more 
expensive  than  burning, but it  will  create  employment. AP2390.Mh4 [Pg 1541 

0 ... considered the backbone of the provinaal economy as 50 percent of our 
economy  is derived from  the  forest industry. Removal of large tracts of 
productive forest land in the land base cannot help  but have deleterious 
effects  on  those  living  in  the rural communities dependent on our forest for 
employment. 

Ucluelet  has a diversified  economy  based  on  logging,  fishing  and tourism, but 
the loss  of any part of that economy  would  have a devastating impact on  our 
community. APR2390.MJ [Pg 371 

The  same is true of the  tourism industry which is continually put forth  as a 
source of alternate  jobs.  Jobs  currently  available in our area in tourism are 
mostly in the  lower range wage range and hardly sufficient  to compensate the 
loss to woods employment. APR2390.MJ [Pg 961 

Number six, fear of job  loss  in  the industry because (a) TFL access  to  Crown 
forests is not contingent on maintenance of employment level; and (b) 
because of lack of forest  job  creation  programs and compensation to workers 
unemployed due to changing  forest use. APR2390.MJ [Pg 1111 

. ... downfalls have taken  place  in  the  labour  force I would have expected  that 
to  have  been made up in  reforestation.  That simply has not occurred. And 
yet, I do see the need  for  much  more pruning, spacing and thinning of areas. 
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And I do believe  there's a lot of employment to be gained there. But it is  not 
happening. APR2390.MJ  [Pg 1271 

. ... change occurring  in  terms of a conceptual  approach.  What's  being  called 
"new  foreWy."  And  it  is  possible  that  the new forestry  can help this industry 
make a transition  to a future in  which  there  will be jobs  in the woods, there 
will be community  stability, there will be local  employment, without serious 
environmental degradation. APR239O.MJ [Pg 1611 

Historically,  the  economy of Ucluelet  has  been  based  on  logging and fishing. 
Recently  tourism has played an increasing  role in our community. Logging 
and assodated services and supply industries form  the  backbone  of our 
economy, employing the largest  number of residents. They provide full  time, 
year round employment,  paying  above minimum wages. 

The  forestry  sector provides much of the demand for support  industry that 
helps to support the presence of other activities such as repairs to fishing and 
tour boats, et cetera. APR239O.MJ [Pg 1681 

Unions  will be challenged  to  maintain  wage structures for  labour intensive 
forest  management and to help accommodate shifts in employment patterns. 
APR2590.AS [Pg 501 

a More  intensive use of the resource  must be made.  The  move toward value 
added medium  term  timber  sales  requires less land base  to be tied up by one 
company and increases  competition.  More  jobs through direct and spin-off 
employment  are  created. APR2590.AS  [Pg 1001 

0 But,  if  we could put a value on it, charter operators in this area suggest that if 
the  whales  were  here  today  they  would be worth  millions, perhaps.tens of 
millions  in annual tourist revenue, providing employment for hundreds of 
people. Instead, somewhere in the  world  there are the remnants of 1,200 
barrels of whale  oil, and nothing more. 

And  now,  with the same time of short-sighted single industrial use attitude 
of those turn of the century  whalers,  within  the  next  few  decades, 
... APR2490.AS [Pg 1061 . The bee farm  licence and forest  licence holders were issued tenure so that 
they  could  build manufacturing plants and develop markets, thereby creating 
long-term  employment.  These  companies  used our forests as collateral. Now 
these  plants  are  built, and the companies  are modernizing in logging  and 
milling, and drastically reducing employment  levels. 
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The Small  Business. Assodation of Canada has produced a report which 
outlines the employment production in this past decade. That report shows a 
decrease in employment by  major corporations while at the same time  an 
increase by small business. The management of these  companies are 
minimizing benefits  to the province while maximizing profits, and ignoring 
ecological  consequences. 

Let us not forget the massive shutdowns and lay-offs  experienced  from  the 
depths of the  recent  recession. So much  for the theory that large tenures will 
provide the stability to maintain employment through peaks and valleys of 
world market trends. They are there for the peaks, all right. 
Many  small operators in this area had the  flexibility, or perhaps the necessity 
to keep  things  going, and many  did  just  that. APR2490.AS [Pg 1351 

0 ... a mill rather than do necessary improvements to minimize pollution. I say 
let them shut down.  Take the corresponding annual cut out of the tree  farm 
licence, and make it  available  to B.C. entrepreneurs. They can use it  as 
collateral and establish  clean, secondary manufacturing, which will create 
more employment per cubic  metre  than  a pulp mill. APR2490.AS [Pg 1361 

I've  been one of these  commercial thinning operators. . I have provided three 

logging, produced virtually no waste, and improved the stand through 
practicing  intensive  silviculture. APR2490.AS  [Pg 1371 

i to four  times the employment in the harvesting stage, while selective 

0 I know that if individuals, community groups, and small  to medium-sized 
businesses  living  in and around the forests were given  access to public forests 
through long-term tenure, they  could manage them, providing more 
employment,  less  conflict,  less damage to  ecology, and more benefit to the 
province. 

We need major  companies that can  compete in world markets in the 
manufacturing phase.  They  need  some guarantee of raw material supply, but 
we need  a more equitable distribution of public  land tenure ... APR2490.AS 
[Pg 1381 

There are hundreds, if not thousands of small operators clamouring for 
opportunity. The opportunities exist  on public forest  land within tree  farm 
licences and forest  licences, but the unions and major  companies  have  locked 
horns, and the result is no access to these employment opportunities, and 
very little intensive silviculture taking  place. It is time  the  work and the 
workers  got  together  for  the  benefit of the  province.  AFR2490.AS  [Pg 138) 

! 
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Conversion  plan  construction  licences should be issued only upon provision 
of evidence of long-term  fibre supply. Sawmill size should be restricted  to  the 
sustainable supply of local  timber to ensure stable employment for,  again, 
local  residents. APR2490.W [Pg 511 

The  most important point in this issue of community economic dependency 
is that in order to generate stable employment in communities where forest 
harvesting  occurs, I think three things  need to be present:  Logging should be 
done  on a  smaller scale; two, the logging should be done by community-based 
companies; and three, these  community-based companies should use logging 
methods which ensure a continuous long-term supply of timber. 
APR2490.M [Pg 521 

A tree nursery should be established in each forest district. Nursery stock 
should be taken  from the area  local  to  the nursery. Distribution of tree 
nurseries across B.C. would help spread forestry-related employment and 
ensure preservation of genetic  diversity. APR2490.MM  [Pg 531 

In  my opinion, the government  has  lost  control  of what was intended to  be a 
constant source of both revenue and employment, and now appeals for  the 
public's  sympathetic support  to regain  that  control. APR2490." [Pg 721 

More  area  based tenures should be granted to the non-integrated,  locally 
owned and operated companies who have displayed responsibility in 
employment,  community  stability, and forest  management  practices.  The 
public should not be afraid of these  companies, as they are not multi-national, 
foreign owned or  controlled, and generally  have  a  good  track  record in the 
communities within which  they  exist. APR2490.ED [Pg 91 

These  new  allocations of area  based  tenures should be  placed  in the hands of 
the non-integrated, locally owned and operated,  because  these  companies are 
able to  interface  with  their surrounding communities and satisfy the public in 
these communities  with  their proven track records for stable employment, 
community  involvement, and forest management  practices. APR2490.ED 
Pg 91 

Now,  Fort  George and Ingenika,  for  many  people  who don't'know where it is, 
it's  a  fly-in  area. We went from  almost zero percent unemployment to about 
98  percent employment. I think there was  certain understanding, without 
prejudice of the land claim situation. The two large companies and the two 
smaller  bands went ahead and developed  a relationship with  each other, a 
business  relationship, other than the  political  item,  which is aboriginal title 
issue.  APR2490.ED  [Pg 7 7 1  
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Selective manual methods are the obvious  choice in ecologically oriented 
forestry. Other than improving the stand, they stimulate the local  economy 
and generate employment through monies spent on hiring of local 
contractors and workers. APR2490.ED [Pg 1111 

Small management units provide more employment per cubic metre of 
wood produced.  Some people would suggest that small management units 
are inefficient, and that large management units are efficient. But  if  we 
follow that out, the definition of effiaency gets to be a bit muddled after a 
while. APR2490.ED  [Pg 1271 

In other jurisdictions - and I would point to the Swedish example - they 
receive about three times  the  employment per cubic metre of wood that we 
do.  And the reason they achieve three times the - or my belief the reason 
they  achieve the three times the labour component for  a  cubic metre of  wood 
isn't because  they are inefficient,  it's  because  they invest more in the forest ... 
APR2490.ED [Pg 1281 

The public should also be informed that recent  economic conditions have 
forced many industries to dissolve or take  a  cautious stance on investments 
and decisions. By granting TFLs to companies  with  a  secure land base,  thereby 
incentives  to invest monies are enhanced and local communities would 
reaIize greater opportunities for  employment and growth. The public in B.C. 
would also be ensured a  long-term annuity in the form of stumpage 
payments into the public  coffers,  thereby maintaining a  lot of the socio- 
economic  benefits we now  enjoy.  APR189O.ED [Pg 101 

... an industry that has the lowest  job ratio per cubic metre logged worldwide, 
and is still trying to reduce this ratio,  only starts worrying about jobs  when 
they  perceive  a  loss in supply. 

It would appear that in  actual  fact the higher the  volumes of timber  accessible 
the lower the employment levels per cubic  metre,  the net result being we are 
actually subsidizing the industry with  wood.  Again,  who pays and who 
benefits?  APR1890.ED  [Pg 521 

... must realize that the  majority of the small  sawmills are speaalty mills that 
cut  quality instead of quantity. We are very  labour-intensive,  and in many 
cases  we cut the special  cuts  for  the remanufacturing outfits that cannot  get 
what they  need  from  the large mills.  This  creates  even more employment. 
APR1890.ED [Pg 1251 

Furthermore,  over half  of  the ranchers depend on sawmill operations and 
other forest-related employment for part of their  income. The importance of 
forestry to the area is also  reinforced  by  the  fact  that the area's two  mines -- 
Equity  Silver  Mine near Houston, and Noranda's Babine mining division 
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near  Granisle - have both  warned  their  employees of pending closures due to 
over  depletion. APR1890.ED [Pg 1421 

The  long-term  goals of the project are to provide sustainable logging, 
manufacturing, tourism, and indirect employment from  a natural resource 
whose utilization  is eminently suited to the climate and terrain of the 
Cowichan  Valley. 

The establishment of community  forestry will provide the people of the 
valley  direct input into  their own futures. AF'R199O.AS  [Pg  1491 

And  all of our children are gone.  And  it's something that happens in our 
valleys  when you've got a single industry town. 

So, I would  say this is - we are certainly  looking for long-term  employment, 
and we're  looking  for stability in  our communities, and we are certainly, I 
would say  that it would be unfair to say that we are not  conscious of our 
environment, because I believe  we  are,  we're  very  conscious  of what goes on 
in our river,  in our lake, ... APR1990.AS [Pg 1561 

We believe that those TFLs, smaller TFLs, must be legislatively required to 
provide guaranteed local employment,  based upon the amount of wood 
harvested.  Speafically,  a  specific  number of forestry jobs, a specific  number of 
harvesting jobs, and a  specific number of manufacturing jobs per hundred 
thousand cubic - or per thousand cubic  metres of wood harvested. 
APR1990.AS [Pg 1731 

. ... with the  recession, the figure dropped precipitously to 84,000. They 
rebounded in 1983  to 93,000, and then  began  a steady decline until by 1986 we 
were  down  to 83,000 jobs. 

That  is  a  loss of  28,000 jobs  over  a  period of five  years. I understand 
employment has since  increased  somewhat, probably through increased 
silviculture  programs. In any case, we are talking  about  tens of thousands of 
jobs  here,  not  thirty, or fifty, or a hundred. 

None of this job  loss  was due to environmental considerations. All  of it 
came  from  across  the  board  automation. AP1890.AS [Pg 351 

Six, job  creation. I believe  that the forests and the various  resources offer a 
number of opportunities for  meaningful employment, in terms of increasing 
both  timber quantity and quality, and other resources. I think it offers  benefits 
to the individuals, and  it  offers  benefits  to  society,  in  particular,  decreased 
soaal costs  and  increased  options. AP1890.AS [Pg 691 
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h particular, I see two major  forest resource conflicts which might be 
resolved through changes  in government management practice. 
The  first is the  conflict of employment versus wilderness preservation. We 
have ever-increasing  volumes of wood being cut and processed by ever- 
decreasing  numbers of people. Faced  with  this, forest industry workers have 
viewed any attempts to  slow the cutting, or preserve spedal areas, as direct 
attacks  on  their  ability to  make  a  living. AP1890.M [Pg 1141 

The focus on such products as lumber, which is both newsprint and fibres, 
plywood and board, has resulted in a 'lack of more labour intensive jobs, 
which would produce a greater number of - greater employment and greater 
input to the economy.  We  find  that the raw materials are leaving the country. 
I've  noticed  often that we  get - we export the wood, it's processed  somewhere 
else, and we find that we're  buying  toothpicks,  clothes  pins,  which  have been 
processed  with our wood ... AP1890.AS [Pg 1621 

We started out with - the overall  objectives of the Small  Business  Program 
are as follows: 
(i) to provide new opportunities for individuals and firms to enter the  forest 
industry and establish business; 
(ii) to encourage diversification  within the forest products industry and 
increase employment; 
(iii) to insure that the most effiaent firms are awarded timber sales and the 
province  receives a fair rate of return for the forest resources. APR18.Mh4 
Pg 01 

Stumpages could  be  calculated  with  more emphasis put on  the positive 
values of employment and economic  benefits to the  local communities and 
the negative  values  associated  with deterioration of the forest  base, rather 
than calculating stumpages on  costs  associated  with  major road development, 
extraction  and transportation over long distances  to a few centralized 
processing  facilities  such as is being  done  now. A P R X M M  [Pg 01 

Now, industry is fond of using the  tactic of threatening job  loss  if more  areas 
are preserved, but the truth is that more jobs are lost automation. We already 
heard that. 

Once  you  log  an  area, it's lost  the  potential to create productive employment 
for  another 80 to 100 years.  But if this area is preserved for wilderness for a 
park, there is a  possibility of creating  employment every year  for the next 100 
years. So, the  potential is f a r  greater. APR18.MM [Pg 01 

As you  can  seen  in  Sweden and in other  countries, there's more jobs per cubic 
metre than we have  here. So, obviously we can  just improve on what were 
doing. 
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Now, as f a r  as~the other employment  that's  possible for tourism - I think that 
if we manage to  keep  this  province as "super natural" as it's  being advertised 
that  we'll see a great influx  in tourists because there's a lot of people with a lot 
of money  in Japan and  in Europe that  really want to go out  and have a 
wilderness  experience, and there's all kinds of opportunities there if we 
preserve this land. APR18.MM  [Pg 01 

If the current rate of timber  extraction  continues, there will come  a  time 
when our forest resource is depleted and ultimately result in  a catastrophic 
loss of employment. 

Achieving  a sustainable level of harvest is  critical to  the survival of the 
timber industry, secondary industries and the British  Columbia  economy 
which relies on the forest industry. APR18.MM [Pg 01 

Clear-cutting of the forests  has  become the major method of extraction of the 
timber  resource in recent  years.  Much  higher  yields of timber are realized 
while at the same time, the employment per cubic  metre is dwindling. 
APR18.MM [Pg 01 

... where they're going  in and removing  diseased t rees and insect ridden trees, 
low value timber,  because  it's  going to increase the growth of other timber, 
and that timber  will be available and the plan is to  have it available  for the 
next  125-year  cycle. 

That will provide employment  for one to two people a  year for 125 years  in 
900 acres and to  me, that's sustainable development. APR18.MM [Pg 01 

The question of jobs  always  arises  with  this sort of discussion. As a  Party of 
the  working  class  we're  also  concerned  about  jobs. We know,  however,  that 
saving our forests  does  not  mean  unemployment. Roper logging  practices 
mean  more,  not  less, employment. Non-clear-cut methods of logging  are 
much  more labour intensive, and an end to the practice of exporting raw logs 
clearly  indicates  more  work. APR1990.MM [Pg 271 

Effiaency is much more than red or black  ink on some multinational annual 
report. It  is  the cumulative effect of good  employment opportunities, private 
and regional  self-determination and coordinated sustainable resource 
management on  a  local  level. The health of  B.C.'s economy  is dependent 
upon managing our forests  in an aesthetically  pleasing and environmentally 
sensitive and sustainable  manner. APR1990.MM [Pg 481 

,.. policy of using clear-cut  logging  almost  exclusively must end immediately, 
even if it  means  paying  compensation  to  those  companies  who have invested 
in  the  large equipment necessary  to do this  form of destruction. 
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We believe  that by applying varying logging methods where they are most 
suitable - highline, horse, et cetera, employment in the industry  would, and 
could,  increase. 

The quality of lumber milled  from the second growth trees would be 
improved.  Wildlife habitat would greatly benefit.  Water quality would be 
protected.  Sustained  yield  could  become  a  reality and true multiple use of  our 
forest lands would be possible. APRl99O.MM [Pg 791 

I guess this is where the whole question of employment comes  in too. If you 
did your forestry  properly,  you would be employing a heck of a lot more 
people. APR1990.MM  [Pg  1241 

... to  put our intensive forestry in our forest district rather than  have it made 
at  a provinaal level,  which we may be able to  push up again,  because we 
actually 'may be able to make  very  sensible deasions that increase our 
productivity, and we  may be able to increase our employment in our 
community  at  a  time where other ones are having a falldown because they 
haven't had such  a  close  interaction  with the decision making process. 
APRl99O.MM  [Pg 1261 

Obviously, this is going  to  displace  a  lot of forest  workers. I think they can  be 
offered alternative employment in providing silvicultural treatment to 
nonproductive forest land. APR259O.MM [Pg 481  

Because I read this as  this  means  the  licence  is required to create and maintain 
employment when they  modernize.  And  they don't. They  could maybe 
include - increase  their employment in silviculture, so that  they grow more 
volume in the end. APR2690.AS [Pg 741 

That tree farm  licences  have  been  successful  in converting old  stands to 
vigorous  managed  forest stands in  most  cases.  However, the scale of 
operations in  these tenures have generally made technologies that have 
lowered the number of workers.  And  obviously  the  benefits  from our forests 
must include social  values of employment and community stability as well  as 
silvicultural  successes and a  high  regard for the  non-fibre  values,  besides fibre 
values. APR2690.AS [Pg 7 7 1  

0 Woodlot  licences are supposed to supplement a holder's income, and there 
was  a  lot of discussion in our last  meeting  about,  that the size limitation 
should be  increased so that a licensee  could have full-time employment from 
a  woodlot  licence. APR2690.AS [Pg 781 

... we believe that the major thrust in forest  policy  in the 90s must include 
the  formation of a  form of community  forest  licence, substantial increase in 
the  Woodlot  Licence  Program, and stimulation of forest management on 
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private lands. This diversity of approach will meet the needs for increased 
employment,  community  stability,  increased  wood supply, intensive forest I 
management, and increased public involvement in decision-making. I 
APR2690.AS  [Pg 801 

I 

I 
The present system of forest  management is not working to any visible 
benefit for the local  communities  whose  backyards and even  front yards are 
being logged. i 

j 

In our East Shore  community on Kootenay Lake, local employment in 
forestry has all but disappeared. Even the local sawmill has closed  for  a  lack ! 

of timber,  while  trucks transport logs  daily up to 100 kilometres to distant 
mills.  MAYl9O.MM  [Pg  761 Mr. Daykin 

I 

How does that tie to  jobs?  Well,  in  my  opinion, we  do an abysmal  job  when 
it  comes  to  jobs right now.  Compared to the rest  of  Canada  with the best 
quality forests, the highest  volumes,  we produce half the direct employment, 
compared  to  the  national  average.  One job  for every 1,000 cubic metres 
instead of two in Canada.  One  direct job as opposed  to  over  three  in our 
northwest states just south of the border. MAYl9O.MM  [Pg 1501 , 

i 

The  original purpose of the  Mission  Tree  farm in the 1950s and 1960's  was to 
create  local  employment and to provide a supply of wood for  local  mills. 
Over  the  years, this goal has been  refined, and the present 1990 goal  is: To 
manage the Mission tree farm  with  regard  for integrated use, environmental 
principles, and compliance  with  management and legislative requirements to 
optimize economic and social  benefits  with particular emphasis on revenue, 
local  employment,  recreational opportunities and forest education. 
MAY290.MJ [Pg 351 

Remove  salvage  from  the quota of the original cut  and allow the small 
operator to  bid and conduct  salvage  operations  behind the large firms.  This 
would provide many jobs,  cleaner  cuts,  even those out of sight. All felt that 
they  could  make  an  excellent  living  and improve local conditions of 
employment, as well as assist  in  reforestation  with that practice. MAY290.MJ 
[Pg 651 

... we're not against Carmanah Valley, we're not against South  Moresby, 
we're  not against any  particular one dam. I guess we're  concerned about all 
these  projects  collectively, and what impact they're going to have on our 
industry down the road. And  obviously it affects us, our employment and 
our employees and all of our families.  MAY790.AS [Pg 191 
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e If we in B.C. are to  maintain,  let alone improve, OUT standard of living, the 
financial health of the B.C. forest industry is essential. 
I do not see, within the foreseeable future, any alternative industry which can 
provide British  Columbia with the economic  benefits and employment that 
the  forest industry provides.  Only largescale industry can  afford to pay the 
high  income and benefits  to provide the quality of life that British 
Columbians  demand. M A Y 7 9 O . A S  [Pg 881 

e Well, I see a  declining  employment in the forest industry, definitely, because 
the automation is going to continue and accelerate, and the need for more 
and more  highly  qualified people is going to increase all the time. 
M A Y 7 9 O . M  [Pg 941 Mr. Fletcher 

Now, I'm concerned with the allocation of cutting rights to non-resident 
companies  who have little regard for local  economics or involvement. I 
think that  it's fair to say that if you live in an area.you  should be able to 
obtain useful  employment  in that area through the local  resources rather 
than see people travel 100 m i l e s ,  80 miles, whatever the case  may be, to  come 
and work  in  your own back yard. MAY0490.MM  [Pg 261 

The  benefits  from  actually having a  licence  in the name of the municipality, I 
think are numerous. It would provide a  source of revenue, of course,  back to 
the  community  from the sale of timber.  It would certainly improve local 
employment opportunities in silviculture, recreation, fire protection and fish 
and wildlife  habitat  enhancement. h4AY0490.MM  [Pg  691 

We could  avoid  the  confrontation with preservationists in  some areas if we 
encouraged small  scale  selective  management. This would  also be  an 
economic  boom for tourism and would improve the good intentions of forest 
management.  There would be a  net  increase  in employment as there would 
be value added logging and not as  much  cost for silviculture as the 
silviculture treatment would have been included in the logging method. 
Consequently,  the stumpage royalty should reflect  for  the silviculture credit. 
MAY29O.ED [Pg 71 

I would like  to see ,  for example, if we move more towards selective  logging, 
smaller  machines,  more employment of people in the  bush rather than large 
machines - we have to create  an  incentive - not  a government hand-out, but 
just  incentives  to the small guys to employ  people.  This  will  offset  the  fall- 
down effect of the milling  jobs. h4AY290.ED [Pg 431 

Horse  logging  can  assist  in  the  control of forest  diseases  and pests and can 
enhance the site for  tree  release and regeneration without destroying tourism, 
recreation and aesthetic  values. 
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Equally important, horse logging is a great way  to generate employment. In 
most situations, 2,000 cubic metres of wood  is enough to keep  a horse logger 
busy for a  year and can provide him with  a  reasonable  income. MAY290.ED 
[Pg  741 

The continued operation of our plant is key  to the social and economic 
benefits that the people of this  community  enjoy. 
There are some  issues that must be resolved  to  maintain  the stability of our 
operation and the continued employment of the people that work there. 
MAYZ90.ED  [Pg 881 

In a decade of working  with the Chilcotin  Band, we have never  had  a bad 
contract or default on a  forestry  contract  with our division and we are very 
pleased  with  it and we think  it's  a  very  successful program. 
We think there are also opportunities to expand employment in other 
forestry  activities  such as logging,  road  building, planning and those sort of 
things and we thiik that needs  to be developed. h4AY290.ED [Pg 891 

And dealing  with issue number one,  community  economic dependency. Due 
to wide scale  clear-cut  logging  at  an  accelerated annual allowable cut, our 
timber  resource is rapidly disappearing and this is causing community 
concern  in  areas where the forest industry provides the  major source of 
employment. 

To stabilize these  communities, small local  companies should be given 
salvage permits to utilize  waste  timber and any deciduous trees they  can  use. 
Further economic  stability  could be realized  by  expansion of woodlot 
licensing. MAY290.ED [Pg 1181 

e ... I understand that in  Sweden,  I  know  they  have had their use of herbicides 
essentially curtailed completely. ... 

They  make do and they  certainly  created more employment because their 
thinning program to maintain  their plantations is now done manually. 
I don't want to  give  you  the  impression  that I am either pro or adverse to 
herbicides. I want to leave  you  with  the  impression that they are one tool 
which  the silviculturists like  to  know  is  in  the  bag. 

Manual  treating has significant  drawbacks.  It is very  expensive  compared to 
herbicide  treatments. The risk  to operators is much  higher.  Obviously 
there's pros to manual treatments as well - an  increased employment base 
and certainly a greater  comfort  level  for the general  public  in  terms of the 
effects  on the environment. MAY290.ED  [Pg  1311 Mr. Day 
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For the last 15 I've watched  the  village I live and work in lose hundreds of 
jobs. I've watched a sawmill  close and be tom down. I've seen families  pick 
up and leave to  find employment elsewhere. 

I believe it's time for  communities that depend on forest products to take a 
more active  role in managing tree forest licences.  The  community of Tahsis 
f e e l s  very insecure about our future, and  we want more say in how our forest 
resources are managed. MAY0790.Mh4  [Pg 611 

I want  to swing now to another area,  and that being the growing conflict that 
we see every day between the environmental concerned  people and the large 
corporations and companies who love  to flag around a red herring called  loss 
of employment. 

In my  community we were downsized from 2,000 people to just about 900 
now.  That  took  place  not  because - not  because forests were set aside or lands 
were  taken away from  the  company and not able  to be harvested. That took 
place because of modernization. MAY0790.MM [Pg 1001 
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4.3 Value-added Manufacturing 

Summary: 

The search  for  "value added" resulted in 134 occurrences.  There  was strong support 
for value added. The public  indicates strong support for value-added 
manufacturing although there  is  concern that small businesses and value-added 
manufacturers are increasingly  competing  for  the same parcel of tenures. Several 
mechanisms are suggested for encouraging value-added  manufacturing: adjusting 
stumpage fees; dedicating 25% of the AAC to valueadded manufacturing;  new  form 
of land tenure based  on  value-added manufacturing and increasing  local  control of 
the forest land base.  Multinational  forest  companies are not  seen as supporting 
local value-added manufacturing. 

i 

Examples of comments  related  to  Value Added t 

At the rate  we  presently log our forests,  there  will be nothing left for 
~ 

~ 

harvesting come the year 2000. In fact,  the  forest industry is  in such a 
dilemma  now  because of overcutting each  year,  it is seeking alternative 
harvesting opportunities, such as  mixed  wood and value added products, to 
replace a disappearing economy  focussed  on  strictly  the  coniferous  species. 

Mixed woods and value added products do not promise more effiaent 
utilization in the  management of the  forest and its resources.  Rather,  they 
are simply alternatives to another overextended resource. APR2590.ED [Pg 
451 

And so it  would  seem  like  there shouldn't be any need  to  have any whole log 
exports. I think it's been  stressed a lot  recently, and in the recent  past, but I 
still  think we need  more  emphasis, perhaps on value added production. 
Generally, I guess, this would  involve  smaller  companies, but I think 
diversity  is a good  thing  in  the  forest industry and the more smaller 
companies  we  can  have,  the  better it will be .. APR2690.ED [Pg 1291 . VALUE ADDED, there  is  evidence to  show  that  in B.C., the VALUE ADDED, I ~ 

don't have  the figures here, but the value added amount to the logs  lost, to 
the number of logs logged, is very  askew  in  relation to other parts of the 
world. 

And  this is something that, another prinaple that should be established, is 
that we are  not  going to - I know  there is some  limit  on  the export of raw 
logs,  but  there's - I don't know what the  Iimit is in the export of lumber, but 
we've  got  to  say we have a prinaple here,  that we want jobs here, and we're 
going to insist  on  far  more value added industry in the  province. 
APR1790.AS [Pg 7 7 1  
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Number 2, value added manufacturing venture is  not  feasible until the 
logging operations become  profitable, in order to capitalize these ventures. 
We operate without government grants or guarantees of any kind. 
APR1790.ED  [Pg  431 Mr. Bruce 

value added manufacturing is a  relatively new concept in BC.  We keep 
hearing  all about it, but I don't see a  whole lot being done towards that  end. I 
believe we have to pursue this vigorously to ensure we  get the highest return 
on harvested timber. APRl79O.ED [Pg 5 4 1  

In areas where a large number of trees are removed from harvest, jobs  will be 
lost.  However,  after those trees are cut the jobs will be lost anyway. A 
government committed  to helping people could easily introduce or 
encourage value added industries or other industrial development to take up 
the  slack,  while  local  economies  adjust. AF'R1990.ED [Pg 81 

... wood is  coming off private lands, which is going to be exhausted, there's 
going to be severe  falldowns  when that wood is exhausted, it's going to have 
severe implications  for  the  processing faalities. And one of the ways we  can 
start to shift that is to intensify our value added to manufacturing. 
APR2090.ED  [Pg  931 

Yes, I  was  just  kind  of  concerned, Mr. Chairman, about the value added 
project.  It  seems  to  me that we've got an internal problem in the Province of 
British  Columbia  when you can ship  a log to some foreign country and have 
it manufactured and come  back at a cheaper  price than what you can buy  the 
same  product  for in the ... APR2090.ED [Pg 1051 Mr. Funk 
... we would like to state that Section 16.1 is an  excellent  section for secondary 
manufacturers like  ourselves. I believe that in the long term, many new 
companies  will  benefit  from this section and will help create thousands of 
jobs and a  very  diversified value added forest  industry.APR2390.ED  [Pg 61 

... the current stumpage system,  which results in independents losing money 
and integrated  forest  companies  making  money. We know that this is a  very 
complicated  issue, and is  being addressed elsewhere, but we would like  to  add 
that the current system in our opinion does hinder the development of a 
diversified  value added industry. APFU390.ED [Pg 61 

I feel  that, for true sustainable and economic development that our forests 
should be returned to small  business,  catering  to diverse value added wood 
products. 

I can't see  that  there is a great future in our high production, low manpower 
faalities of today. By adding value  to our wood  fibre,  we'll be able to take a 
more site specific  look  at our logging  practices, incorporating selective  logging 
and all the intensive ... APR2390.ED  [Pg 131 Mr. Openshaw 
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I definitely think that we can overcome  that. For one thing, if we go to 
specialty, value added wood products, we're  going to create more jobs  with 
less timber,  therefore, we can stretch our resource  a  lot further and there 
would be no  need  for that falldown effect.  APR2390.ED [Pg 181 Mr. 

Openshaw 

Number 4. Is establish  a  meaningful  small  business and value added forest 
program,  with  a target of 50 percent of the  province's AAC. 25 percent should 
be allocated  for  woodlot opportunities, either combined  with private lands, 
such as farms, or to foresters and other dedicated individuals. 25 percent by 
bid proposal,  for value added manufacturing. APRZ390.ED [Pg 1211 

Well, we have a real problem  with that value added up here.  A  lot of it's just 
going right back  to  the  licensees,  they log it and they selI a  little  lumber to 
somebody  else  for  remaining, and they're  always doing that. That hasn't 
changed  anything. You're just handing it back.  APR2390.ED [Pg 1241 Mr. 
Lloyd 

It's our view  that if these  policies  were  incorporated, it would  certainly 
initiate desperately needed improvement in rural economics, and  gradually 
increase rural populations.  Increase and improve the use of rural land, and 
stimulate product diversity. So, you provide a source for the development of 
the  vital value added wood products industry. It would  also stimulate 
investment in rural land and timber,  which would help  to prevent the flow 
of B.C. dollars outside the province.  It  would  also  increase  the tax base. It 
would increase employment in harvesting forest management sectors. 
APRB90.ED [Pg 1421 

... we are looking  now  to  a  more  diversified,  local kind of approach  to things. 
Getting  away  from  the  real  heavy  industry, and getting away  from sort  of an 
imperialist approach to our resources,  into  a  sustainable,  long-term, 
community  based.  Close  utilization  for sure, but in terms of value added, as 
opposed to - 
It's  like  a  colonial situation. We are a  small  community  on the coast, part of a 
province, part of an international or a multinational corporation. So it's 
basically  like a colonial structure that has  been developed with  the  tree  farm 
licences.  APR2390.MJ [Pg 1641 

By multiplying one woodlot's  yearly  volume output by a hundred woodlots, 
a secondary  wood industry can spring forth supplying value added wood 
products and urgently  needed  jobs to  these  islands. This would be good  news 
to these small  communities.  The  challenge is to recognize  the type of person 
or family who would be interested  in  the opportunity for stewardship on a 
woodlot  licence.  APR2590.AS [Pg 571 
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However, I think now is the  time to look at downsizing some TmS or 
eliminating some. We should be looking at the creation of a  new  form of 
tenure, one based on value added mill requirements. 
I said before that a natural evolution  must take place.  Here is one area that 
we definitely must address. We  can create more jobs in this province by 
creating value added products and using that other forest, the urban forest. 
Why has no one s t a r t e d  a  de-inking  plant so that newspapers can be recycled 
in this province? Thirty per cent of land fills are made up of newspapers. 
APR2590.AS [Pg 991 

More intensive use of the resource must be made. The move toward value 
added medium term  timber sales requires less land base to be tied up by  one 
company and increases  competition. More pbs through direct and spin-off 
employment are created. ~ ~ 2 5 9 0 . ~  [Pg 1001 

Well,  I'm  not an economist. Certainly taxation has always been one attractive 
avenue for industry to  follow. I think possibly  you  could  hold up the 
proverbial carrot in the form of additional forest lands for companies that do 
expand their value added facilities. I think that  could  possibly work. 
Companies always seem to be digging around for  extra  forest  land. 
APR2490.AS [Pg 1141 Mr. Keller 

I understand that,  according to an  engineer  from  BCT,  that  the value  added 
rate on  wood  that's exported to Japan, is about something in the order of 85 or 
90 percent added to the original  value  that we got for that product. 
APR2490.AS [Pg 1141 

I've been  one of these  commercial thinning operators. I have provided three 
to four times the employment  in the harvesting stage,  while  selective 
logging, produced virtually no  waste, and improved the stand  through 
practicing intensive silviculture. 

I was able to do this because I practiced value added at the stump. By this I 
mean 1 sorted and produced poles and piling, house logs, and optimized the 
sawlog  content. Also, I sold  to  the  best  available  market. I am not an 
integrated company, and there is no advantage for  me to produce as  much 
low value pulp material ... APR2490.AS [Pg 1371 

Unfortunately, what has happened in our community  is that they  have  had 
to  back  off on that, at least  for  this  year,  because  major awards have been 
made under the - or are about to be made under the  value added bid proposal 
program. So 50,000 cubic  metres in the  Vanderhoof forest district has been 
taken out of the Small  Business  Program and put into the value added 
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program.  And that's where the  woodlot  licence  wood  comes  from,  too 
... APR2490.ED  [Pg 1301 

Well, that's  correct.  What with small  business being so labour intensive we 
cannot  pay the same stumpage, say,  as  a  highly  mechanized, automated 
operation. Our labour is value added in the sense of the  word,  that is a  value 
that is going to be here and returned into  the  area.  Whereas a large company 
utilizing of a  volume of wood  is perhaps employing people in Illinois  or 
Michigan, where the large machinery  foundries  are. APR1890.ED [Pg 1301 
Mr. McKilligan 

. 

Four,  more value added industry. The  job issue has been  a  major point of 
contention  between the wood workers of this province and the 
environmentalists. I contend that the wood workers are, if you will pardon 
the  expression,  barking up the wrong tree. AP1890.AS [Pg 3 4 1  

Well, I have this in here as  well.  Originally the Small  Business  Program  was 
promised 25 per  cent of the annual allowable  cut.  They've  got it up to 15 per 
cent, and that seems to be  where  it stopped. 

But, since  then,  they've  taken  some huge value added sales out of the  Small 
Business  Program.  Now, what's going  to happen to these value added sales? 
Are these  people  going  to put up plants that are going to cost  them  in the 
millions of dollars to do this value added thing and then have no tenure? I 
don't think  it's  going  to  work.  They're  going to have great difficulty  unless 
they  can  get  some  tenure.  APRl8.MM  [Pg 01 Mr. Graffunder 

At this point in  time,  all harvestable timber that is not  committed to long- 
term  tree f a r m  licences and pulpwood agreements should be immediately 
reserved and phased into woodlots and small  business  sales  to supply the 
needs of both value added manufacturing and conventional  processing 
facilities. 

This, in turn, would lead to the  emergence and development of a  free  log 
market and sorting yards to  effectively supply the particular needs of fast 
growing value added and speaalized forest products industry. APR18.MM 
Pg 01 

Woodlot operators and associations should be encouraged to develop 
processing faalities and log  brokerages.  This  would  lead  to expanded and 
more  diversified value added manufacturing  as  well as giving  this  sector of 
the industry access to a  sustainable  specialized supply. AFR18.MM [Pg 01 

If we double the amount of parks as  suggested by the  United Nations, the 
logging  jobs  and  the industry jobs  could  be  replaced by more  intensive 
management and through value added manufacturing. 
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So, there's places for those workers if the work was done more properly. 
As you  can Seen  in Sweden and in other countries, there's more jobs  per  cubic 
metre than we  have  here. So, obviously we can just  improve on what  we're 
doing. APRlbMM [Pg 01 

Encourage  the manufacture of value added speaality  products within B.C., 
such as furniture, modular housing,  prefabricated housing products, 
laminated beams, decking,  siding, moldings, et cetera.  APR1990MM  [Pg 451 

As a further recommendation,  any quota revoked from individual licensees 
should be assigned to the Ministry of Forests  for management purposes. All 
such quota should be assigned to a distinct operating area for use in small 
business, value added  and similar programs, with the proviso that full  and 
complete  profit-based  management  responsibilities also be assigned without 
financial  or operational hardship visited on existing  licensees.  ARP2090.MM. 
Pg 01 

After  25,30,35  years  in this business, I see now we're getting back  to  some 
thinking about  different harvesting methods.  Those different harvesting 
methods are the same that were practised 30 years ago. I can't help but smile 
when I see the value added concept  which I approve of most  wholeheartedly, 
that people  in  this  very  valley  used  to  do that as  well. APR2590.MM [Pg l o l l  

We have large major  companies that are highly mechanized doing their 
thing, and that's  a  reality;  they're  there. We have a large plea  coming, and we 
hear it in all  areas,  for  more  small  scale operations, everything from horse 
logging, to small value added people,  and they're saying because most of the 
timber is blocked up and designated  to the majors,  that  they  can't get at it. 
MAY0390.W [Pg 67) 

We must discourage  the export of raw logs and encourage local value added 
industry. For the health of all  communities,  we must abandon pesticides and 
ail other air and water pollutants in the  wood products industries. 
MAY790.AS [Pg 1151 Mr. Duryea 

You mentioned  this  morning about the input from value added mills, and 
I'm  pleased  to  say the Wynndel Box and Lumber  Company is indeed one of 
these value added mills. We utilize  deciduous, and we make one-inch 
boards,  plain  boards. M A Y 7 9 O . S  [Pg 1451 Gary Boyden, Wynndel Box and 
Lumber  Company and Celcrest  Timber 

We  could  avoid  the  confrontation with preservationists in  some areas if we 
encouraged small scale  selective  management. This would  also be an 
economic  boom  for tourism and would improve the  good intentions of  forest 
management.  There  would be a net increase in employment as there would 
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be value added logging and not as much  cost for silviculture as the 
silviculture treatment would have been included in the logging method. 
Consequently, the stumpage royalty should reflect  for the silviculture credit. 
MAY290.ED [Pg 71 

We contribute a large part of the  global softwood and raw pulp supply. 
If we were to cut  back our harvesting by a  third, it is  probable that the global 
price  would  reflect for the shortage of the supply. If we were to 
simultaneously double our value added manufacturing, we  could earn the 
same amount of cash value commodities  while  increasing labour used to 
process  one  third  less  product. h4AY290.ED  [Pg 121 

Seventh, the export of raw logs must be discouraged and local value added 
encouraged and required. MAYO79O.MM [Pg 511 
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4.4 Tenure 

Security of supply also tends to improve investment  climate.  There is a need to 
encourage private investment into silviculture. Only secure tenure will allow for 
this. Positive  incentives for management of the forests are essential, rather than 
regulation. At present the erosion of tenure rights  is causing lack of management 
and investment in  forest  management. Investment is made into processing plants 
rather than  the forests, given current incentives. 

Examples of comments related to  Tenure: 

0 

0 

0 
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The perceived security of timber supply also tends to improve the dimate for 
access to capital for the plant improvements so necessary to maintain a 
competitive  cost structure. I say "perceived  security"  because unfortunately, 
this perception of security of supply in  these and other forms of tenure has 
been  badly eroded by a very  recent  loss of 5 percent of the allowable  cut. 
This occurred  not  by  reason of poor performance but as a result of a political 
decision to redistribute the  available cut. AP2390.MM [Pg 1311 

We feel there's a definite need to  encourage the private investment of  capital 
into incremental silviculture activities to increase future yields and/or timber 
quality on an  ever-shrinking  land  base.  This requires the assurance to  those 
providing the capital  that  they  will  benefit  from  the  results. Truly secure 
tenure is one  obvious way of giving  this  assurance.  Another  way  is a realistic, 
well-researched  assessment of the  value of the benefits of such work and -- in 
relation to increased production, forest production - and an immediate 
partidpation by  the  licensee in the  increase  in  cut.  AM39O.MM  [Pg 1311 

Our last point is that there  has  to  be  positive  incentives for management. 
Currently there is very little intensive forestry being  practised in the 
province, we feel  for two reasons. ~ Firstly, intensive forestry is simply not 
economic under current conditions.  And secondly, the  erosion of tenure 
rights by the government has made industry highly suspicious of becoming 
more involved in forest  management beyond the  basic requirements. This is 
not a healthy situation. 

To manage  by  fear of penalty is not as  effective  as  management by reward. 
There has to be incentives, be it tax advantage, stumpage reductions, security 
of tenure, to help industry to  become  more involved in intensive forest 
management. APR2490.ED  [Pg 1031 

4.4 Tenure 

That is, because  all I have  is a woodlot  licence and I don't have a processing 
faality, the only opportunity in that particular  business I have to reinvest is 
in my  woodlot  licence. It's a land  based  tenure, and so those investments stay 
with me. 

If I had a processing  facility,  or  when I look at some of the  major  licensees, it 
seems that their  best  investments are not made b a d  into the forest but into 
their processing  facilities ... APR2490.ED [Pg 1271 

A large number of woodlot operators would stimulate a free market system 
for  logs in B.C. and lead  to  the  creation  of  log sorting depots to  act  as 
brokerages for the small  tenure-holders. Large and small  processors  could 
then acquire the necessary  timber  from  these depots. This would encourage 
regional  development and services  secondary industry. APR1990.MM [Pg 4 4 1  
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Thematic Overview 

Education is seen as a key to developing a well-informed public capable of effectively 
partiapating in  forestry  resource planning and decision  making.  There is a general 
consensus that while education may  not  change strongly held  values, it will  lead to 
a greater understanding of the issues  involved and, ultimately, a greater willingness 
to accept the compromises and trade-offs  which  may be necessary. Without 
improved public education there will continue to be controversy, mistrust and 
discord; solutions will be impossible to achieve. 

The public comment shows a primary concern  for  balanced,  non-aligned  forest 
resource programs offered through formal education channels (all levels) and 
hands-on,  field  experiences.  The  cooperation and  support of the Ministries Qf 
Education and Forests; the forestry industry; and the university community is seen 
as cruaal in providing this  balanced  perspective. 

While  formal education will provide a strong base  for future deasion makers, the 
need  to provide adult education for the  general public is also stressed. There is 
concern that 'real' education with factual information  not be substituted by 
propaganda campaigns  conducted  by interest groups, industry and/or government. 
Continuing education and inservice programs are suggested for both government 
officials and industry personnel to  increase. environmental awareness and  update 
knowledge and skills in integrated resource management. 

Related  Issues: 

The related  issues  are  categorized as follows: 

5.1 Formal Public  Education 

Formal  public education programs are essential if residents of  BC are to  work 
together towards reaching agreement on and developing solutions to the 
complex  issues surrounding the  management of the forest resource. 

There should be a coordinated  effort by government, industry and scientific 
institutions to develop, fund and implement  forest resource management 
curricula  for every school grade. There should also be a commitment  to 
developing and providing the  .necessary  teaching  resource materials and 
trained educators.  Many  presenters  felt that these  courses should be 
mandatory or  core  courses. 

Public  school students should have an opportunity to gain hands-on 
experience  in  the  management of the  forestry  resource. 
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Curriculum advisory boards should be comprised of an appropriate mix of 
specialists,  professionals and lay  people. 

University courses should be independent of forestry industry multinationals 
and should stress ecologically sound forestry prinaples  and management. 
Courses should be more interdisciplinary in nature and promote an 
integrated approach to  resource  management. 

University education should produce 'thinkers' and technicians should be 
trained in  technical  courses. 

The education system should actively  solicit university graduates from 
natural resources management  programs. 

The education system should be decentralized to allow members of northern 
communities  easier access to forest management education. 

I think  there  are a lot  of demands by a lot of different groups to have their 
own thing  involved  in  the education system. I think forestry is a really 
significant part of the  economy and the recreational  capabilities in B.C. I, 
personally, think that forestry and ecology  could be incorporated as part of a 
science  unit,  perhaps, instead of a separate course on  its own. APR1890.ED 
[Pg 661 Mr. Hunter 

Effective education relies on a strong knowledge base. Government must be 
committed to funding research in silviculture techniques and new resource 
management approaches. 

If we are aware of education in the apprenticeship program, German 
corporations have their in-house apprenticeship training program. They're 
aware that their  staff apprentices will  move  from one company to another, 
but that means that I'm  still getting another highly trained person. 
APR199O.AS [Pg 1401 

5.2 General Public Education 

a Community involvement  in  forest resource decision making has an 
educative function. The government should provide more information 
about existing public involvement  processes. 

Community woodlot programs provide an  opportunity for hands-on 
learning experiences and demonstration activities. Additional government 
support for such programs  is  recommended. 
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Adult education for  all BC residents should be made available through, for 
example, improved, factual public information in newsletters; 
demonstration forests; responsible media programming; and community 
level continuing education programs. A broader audience can  be  reached 
through the  use of simpler language in educational materials. 

The forest industry should demonstrate its good will and practices through 
demonstration activities.  The public comment states that industry should 
also be willing to admit past  mistakes and exerase a willingness to learn from 
them. 

5.3 Inservice Education 

. Inservice education programs should be established for all  levels of 
government to update the  level of knowledge and skills in integrated 
resource management and to gain more field  experience. 

The  forestry industry should be  committed  to  inservice educational 
programs to promote  an  awareness of integrated and ecologically sound 
management prinaples and  to provide opportunities to experiment with 
new  approaches to forestry  management. 
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Results of Transcript Review 

5.1 Formal Public Education 

Summarv: 

There were 402 occurences of "Education"  from the initial search. Formal public 
education programs are essential if residents of BC are to work  together towards 
reaching agreement on and developing solutions to the complex issues surrounding 
the management of the forest resource. 

There should be a  coordinated  effort by government, industry  and  saentific 
institutions to develop, fund and implement forest resource management curricula 
for every  school grade. There should also be a commitment to developing and 
providing the necessary  teaching resource materials and trained educators. Many 
presenters  felt that these  courses should be mandatory or core  courses. 

Public school students should have an opportunity to gain hands-on  experience in 
the management of the forestry resource. Cumculum advisory boards should be 
comprised of an appropriate mix of specialists,  professionals and lay people. 

University  courses should be independent of forestry industry multinationals and 
should stress ecologically sound forestry principles and management. Courses 
should be more interdisciplinary in nature and promote an integrated approach to 
resource management. 

University education should produce 'thinkers' and  techniaans  should be trained 
in technical  courses. The education system should actively  solicit university 
graduates from natural resources  management programs. 

The education system should be  decentralized to allow  members of northern 
communities easier access  to forest management education. 

Effective education relies on a strong knowledge base. Government must be 
committed to funding research  in silviculture techniques and new resource 
management approaches. 

Examples  of  Comments  related  to  Formal  Public  Education 

... undertaking of three  tasks simultaneously. Educate the public,  take 
inventory of the resources, write and  enforce  laws and regulations. I would 
like to elaborate  on that somewhat.  The  public is the owner of the resource, 
but the public  lacks the knowledge  about the resource. I recommend  a 
program of adult education to  each  household in the  province, and I 
recommend  a firm place  in  the cumculurn of every school grade in matters 
of natural resource  management. education will  give the public the 
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knowledge upon which  to  base the choices  that need to be made about the  use 
of the  forest  resources.  Inventories  will enable managers of the resources to 
manage  properly. APR2590.ED [Pg 571 

Third, Babine  Forest Products believes  that there must be greater education of 
the  public,  allowing  for  a  balanced  view of B.C.'s forest resources.  We  believe 
this  can be achieved through f is t  education  at the elementary and the 
secondary  school  levels; partiapation by all major forest resource users and 
interest groups at the TSA planning process  level.  We  believe  this  will  lead 
to more informed  decisions by reducing the polarization  which I spoke about 
earlier. And it  will also de-politicize the process.APR1990.ED [Pg 261 

... it seems to me that if people are involved in the community in making 
decisions about resource management and timber  harvesting, that the 
community  becomes more informed and because of that, our children 
become more informed,  becomes part of the ethic ... APR2090.ED [Pg 901 

Our education at UBC is so dictated by  MacMillan  Bloedel. They have 
professors paid by MacMillan  Bloedel,  like Les Reid. The president of the 
University is encouraging funding by the  multi-national  companies.  He is a 
director of MacMillan Bloedel himself,  Dr.  Strangway. AFR1790.AS [Pg 541 

So, my recommendations,  very  quickly: 
(1) immediate moratorium on any cutting of first growth forests. 
I think we need  a  year of serious study, education and dialogue so that all 
informed British  Columbians  may  decide who we want to use what is  left of 
this preaous, natural resource. APR2590.AS [Pg 851 

Yes, I think you're right there, and I don't  know  how  you  do  it. I don't know 
if education - I've  been  to open houses at U.B.C. in the  Forestry Department 
and there's  you  know,  with  fourth-year students, forestry students and they 
didn't have  a  clue. They thought they knew what was  going  on, but you 
know,  they weren't at all aware of what was  really  happening. APR2090.ED 
[Pg 211 Mr. Hennigan 

Just to summarize - the biggest thing that we've ran into is the education 
problem.  People  just don't realize  why  you  have  to  clear-cut in an area where 
there's mistletoe. It's horrifying. I've  lived  in  Nechako  Valley  since 1958, 
and I can  talk to almost  anybody  on  the  street,  old-timers, and they don't even 
know  what  mistletoe is. APR2490.ED [Pg 331 

And  the third concern I'd like  to  touch on is public education.  Obviously we 
have  to  involve  the  public  and I think  it's  a  very  needed  process  to  get all 
public  involved in the deasion-making process, land use, planning. 

~ 

~ 

i 
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I think our planning processes are there.  They need to definitely  be expanded 
and they  need to include not an adversarial role. I thii right now we seem 
to be us against them or two groups fighting with  each other, and I think  with 
more education of everybody and sitting down and hying to talk with each 
other that I think that would work. ARP2090.Mh4 [Pg 01 Mr.  Waite 

First among any list of recommended changes must be an improved resource 
education system. We currently  rely on our education system  to provide 
leadership to the youths of the  province,  yet  we do not provide the necessary 
tools to teachers  to  allow them to complete  their  assignment.  Most  teachers 
are left with media reports as their sole source of information and pass this 
on  accordingly. A R M O 9 O . M M  [Pg 01 

It is  recommended that funding be provided from general revenues or as a 
direct assignment of stumpage revenues to the relevant university education 
and forestry  faculties of the  province  such that an adequate and effective 
resource  curriculum  can be developed for  use  at various levels in our school 
system.  Teacher  education  programs should also be designed to ensure a 
proper grounding for  both current teachers  and those in training. 
Curriculum advisory boards should also be funded to ensure that new or 
changing  aspects of forest  resource  management be considered and evaluated 
on an ongoing  basis. 

Such boards should contain  an appropriate mix of speaaliits, professionals 
and interested  laypersons and be provided with appropriate budgek and 
information access  to  effectively evaluate items of concern and rationally deal 
with matters of topical  interest. 

Education should not be restricted to  only  youth and teachers, however. The 
government of the province  has an obligation to educate all of its  citizens. 
ARr2090." [Pg 01 

Industry should also have education programs. They're using the public 
forests and they should be showing the people what they're doing out there 
and how it's working. 

... education will  assist  the public in making  choices  on what they  would  like 
to see in the forests. I think  the deasions, however, should be made by 
someone  who  is  able to  draw  on experts  in  forestry,  wildlife,  recreation, 
biology, and they should use those  experts. MAY790.AS [Pg 1671 

education is the key to moderating the dispute and bringing facts and reason 
into the  eouation. MAY790.AS Ire 1691 

I, 
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5.2 General Public Education 

Summarv: 

Community involvement in forest resource deasion making has an educative 
function. The government should provide more information about existing  public 
involvement processes. 

Community woodlot programs provide an opportunity for hands-on learning 
experiences  and demonstration activities.  Additional government support for  such 
programs is recommended. 

Adult education for all BC residents should be made available  through,  for  example, 
improved, factual public information in newsletters; demonstration forests; 
responsible media programming; and community  level continuing education 
programs. A broader audience can be reached through the use of simpler language 
in educational materials. 

The  forest industry should demonstrate its good will and practices through 
demonstration activities. The public  comment states that industry should also  be 
willing  to admit past  mistakes and exerase a willingness 'to learn from them. 

Examules of Comments  related  to  General  Public  Education 

Another  benefit  which  we  feel quite strongly about, of course, are the 

1 
I 
i 
I 

I 

improved opportunities for public education -- in other words, to get the 
public more  involved in the actual  hands-on management of the resource, 
and we're  looking  at  programs  to - for  local  high  school students to 
participate  in. MAY0490.MM [Pg 691 

e B.C.3 rural communities do not want to become the focal point for biased and 
misinformed  opinions,  not only provincially but nationally and, indeed, 
internationally. 

Canadian Women  in  Timber would like  to see the Ministry of education 
become  more  involved in educating the  public  in  this  regard through such 
tools as community demonstration forests  such as the Strathcona 
Demonstration  Forest in North Vancouver, a small walkabout 
demonstration forest of old growth, next  to second growth unmanaged, next 
to  second growth managed,  next  to a clear-cut plantation ... MAY0790.MM 
[Pg 1591 Canadian  Women  in Timber 

! 
! 

As in  any industry or  occupation, the forest industry has examples of practices 
that  deserve  criticism.  However,  the  answer is not  preservation.  The  answer 
is a strategy for sustainable development  that incorporates our forests as its 
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driving force. The urban public must realize  that this vast renewable resource 
is the engine that drives our affluent soaety. 

My recommendation  then,  is that the government must get  the  message  to its 
urban public, that our  forests are a renewable  resource that we rely  on,  both 
provincially and globally. 

To achieve this, the public must see that the industrial forestry sector  fits in 
the provincial strategy and where it fits for sustainable development. That 
provincial strategy must indude a land use strategy for forest lands and a 
management  strategy for designated land uses. APR2390.ED [Pg 1051 

! 0 ... many others have proposed also that the educational problem is a very 
It serious one. I agree,  however, I would just like to put forward a concern. 

1 
First,  how  much education will  actually  do, remembering that in many fields 
where there is a great  deal of scientific  fact out there, people  still differ 
tremendously in spite of that in  terms of what they prefer  to  believe. That's 
one  aspect. APR2590.ED  [Pg  601 

0 That's just - the younger  people,  the  school  kids, maybe that might be a little 
bit  easier, but  we also have to approach the adults. Now, you can't send them 
all to adult education  schools  because  those  facilities just  don't exist, and this 
is where I thought of something like a weekly newsletter with official 
chapters out of offiaal tax books written by professional, knowledgeable 
people, and agreed upon by  all  the parties that have the organized interest in 
the natural resources.  APR2590.ED [Pg 621 

Public education. Development and implement, in conjunction with the 
Ministry of education, a mandatory forest resource education course in school 

resources in our province,  but would emphasize the importance of each of 
these resources through the economic  inter-reaction of running the province. 

j systems. This core  course, would review the values associated with all natural 

,I 

1 APR2590.ED  [Pg 991 
1' 
i should include,  you  know, enhancing knowledge of ecological forest 
I .  ! I  principles and enhanang management, and low impact operational skills for 

And  the  final  point is that  the development of forestry education programs 

woodlot  managers. And these  courses  could be offered through our college 
network,  community  college network. And, you know, this would help in 
the education of people that, you know, wanted to be in this  program.  And it 
would help meet,  you  know, the objective of good forest practices. 
APR1790.ED [Pg 821 

. education; it seems  to  me  to  be  the  key  element.  Without  an improved level 
of understanding about - by  the  public of the forest and how it works and 
what all concerns  need  to be taken into account, there will continue to be 

I 
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discord, controversy and mistrust, and the consequent problems associated 
APR179O.MM [Pg 3 8 1  Ms.  McGregor 

I . ... get people into the  bush, and working in forest management, 1 think that 
will help educate the  public a lot  too in the nuts and bolts of extractive 
forestry. So, again, through the  Woodlot  Program, through community 
programs, I think  you  can  really improve the  public's  level of education, and 
again help diffuse some of the confrontational problems we've  been having 
in  B.C.  APR2090.AS [Pg 1481 

Yes, I think that basic education about forest  values, about ecology, about all of 
those  things, should be in the  curriculum. APR2090.ED  [Pg  761  Mr.  Pollack 

I think that our education system could  certainly be improved upon as  regard 
to  providing,  well,  better education, not  only  for the public, but for our 
Members of Parliament, all  levels of government, as well as the people that 
are trained in the  forest industry. APR2390.ED [Pg 161 

Information must be provided to adults through resource materials and visits 
to the forests.  Demonstration  forests  operated by  local  community groups 
should be  encouraged throughout the province.  Field tours to  actual 
operations as well  as to sites of proposed  development should be  offered 
regularly. 

I 
I think a lot of foresters  say we need  public  education.  That's partly right,  and 

1 Brian mentioned it this  morning as to  the type of publication  we should do. 
It's demonstration. We need  to have action that speaks louder than words, 
rhetoric or motherhood statements. We can't produce slick, public relations 
campaigns,  "Forests  Forever"  campaigns. 

1 ! 

I 
! 

I ~ 

... demonstration forests, bring people out into the bush, show them what 
we've done well and show where there's been mistakes  made. We screwed 
up  here,  we've  really  learned  from  it,  this  is what we want to go toward now 
That's a very important part of public  education. APR2390.ED [Pg 431 

I Four, and this is the last part in our vision. Provide increased education and 

their support. Many of the  public's  concerns  over  forest management have 
occurred  because  the industry has  not  been  responsive and aggressive  enough 
to promote understanding of the  forest industry and its forest management 

1 
i public  participation. Our vision  is  heavily dependent upon public input and 
i 
i 

1 

I 

1 practices.  APR2390.ED [Pg 951 
i 

Public  education.  The government must take a lead  role  in  public  resource 
education,  both  inside and outside of the educational system. A 
comprehensive educational curriculum on resource management is 
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necessary, as is the education of teachers who will be using these  teaching 
materials. 

Forest industry and government employers must also  commit  to educate and 
inform  both  employees and the public on forestry and forest management 
practices. 

We recommend mandatory curriculum requirements in elementary and 
secondary education for forest resource management modules. Teachers  in 
trainiig must also be educated in the area of forest land management. 
Extensive  communication and public education programs should be 
undertaken by the  Ministry of Forests. 

A continued commitment must be made by all forest companies to enhance 
employee and public  education. AP2390.MM [Pg 7 9 1  

This brief addresses several  issues  which  we feel are of vital importance to 
our local  community,  to other rural communities and to the province as a 
whole. We feel  there is a  need for better and more forestry education and 
public  information. APR2390.MJ [Pg 351 

The  West  Coast  Branch would like to make the following recommendations 
with regard to public  education and awareness: One, the Ministry of Forests 
and the  Ministry of education should take an active role in initiating 
programs making resource materials  available and allocating more funding 
for existing programs, e.g. a  Seymour demonstration forest,  being that type of 
thing. Two,  experts must develop  simpler language to convey  forestry  facts to 
the ordinary person. APR2390.MJ [Pg 361 Women in Timber 

Yes, I think you hit the nail right on the head when you said education. I 
think  that's where we've  been sadly lacking for many years. The public is 
being misinformed, or they're  not  being informed about the realities of 
what's  going on in the  forests. APR2590.AS [Pg 171 Mr. Andreeff 

Now, education is another one I want to mention. Locally, the forest 
companies  take  the  school  kids on a  free bus tour, and this  comprises the kids 
forest  education, if you can  believe that. Surely, if kids are  going to be  conned 
by industry like this,  there should be a forest  ecologist  employed to balance 
the information.  One bright 12 year  old said to her  dad, after she got  home, 
she says,  well, don't worry,  Dad,  we  knew it was  a pile of crap. But this 

APR2490.AS [Pg 131 
comprises  the kids education, and I would  like  to  see that balanced. 

The public is  much more aware of forests, and forest land benefits and 
impacts, but understanding the  complexities is not so easy.  The  message on 
education on these  issues must be  balanced  and factual. Effective 
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communication of the  factual situation is the key to an intelligently informed 
public  upon  which sound decisions can be made. APR2490.AS  [Pg 201 

I would like  to see people  like  myself, and like  the  first speaker, being 
r e s e e d  and included in the discussion  too. We might not have followed 
an education how to destroy our forests,  how to utilize our forests for profits, 
but we have 'a heart, and we  know, and you  know,  too, what is right and what 
is wrong. We have something  to  say too. This is our forest too. APR2490.AS 
[Pg 321 

What I wanted  to do today was to emphasize two particular areas of  concern 
that I have, and the first one deais with  education. I wish to re-emphasize  the 
importance of having our forest industry, government and all learning and 
saentific institutions working together to educate the public about the 
importance of and the role our forest  plays in our society. APR2490.MM  [Pg 
271 
I think  we  have - well,  there's  two  ways we can do it.  We  can attempt to do it  
through education, but  there's no point  in trying to educate the radicals. You 
can only educate the vast majority of people, and that's why I believe  that  we 
have  to  bring all aspects of our  soaety, not  just industry. APR2490.MM [Pg 
331 Mr. Bawtree 

Our experience in these  processes is that the public  is not content  with only 
receiving an education  about  forestry  practices;  they demand an active part in 
the planning process and which we concur  with. APR2490.MM  [Pg 1111 

Under  education,  we  believe  that  the key  for a  healthy and viable and 
respected forest industry is through  education. We also  believe that the  best 
vehicle  for providing such an education is  a  balanced  non-aligned position 
which  in  today's  world is represented by the British Columbia  Forestry 
Assoaation who  has, as its target,  youth  in  schools,  as  well  as  camping 
experiences. APR2490.MM [Pg 1131 

The  main  job  now  is to convince the people of the  province that we really do 
care about the environment and we  are  not out there to destroy it. Through 
education, be it public forums for meetings, tours to  logging sites or a  walk 

APR2490.MM [Pg 1231 
through  a  plantation, I am sure that most  will agree we are doing a  good job. 

Well, I think through education. We have  to  teach  these  people that we're 
not out there  just starting at one end of the  valley and logging it, you  know 
We're under guidelines to the Ministry and I think  most  companies in this 
day and age are fairly responsible. APR2490.W [Pg 1261 Mr.  White 
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The areas concerning  the forest resource today, as we see them, are as  follows: 
The  first one is public awareness and education.  We f ee l  that the public in 
many  cases  is  reacting  to  media hype on  many forest resources issues today. 
The media is reporting them  in  a  manner  in  which  it attracts a  lot of 
attention.  They are front page news for many things that in other times  may 
not have made the front page.  The public for the most part cannot form a 
knowledgeable response to the issues as they are portrayed in the media, and 
in  many  cases are realizing  that. 

There is a  need  for public education and awareness of the forest resources of 
British  Columbia. We recommend that the government of B.C. incorporate a 
comprehensive forestry and natural resource education component into the 
education system,  for use in both the primary and secondary public school 
systems of B.C. 

In addition to this program, we would also like to see the  Tourism  Ministry, 
in  conjunction with the other natural resource ministries, develop a program 
of public tours and adult education about the forest resource  and 
environment. This adult education program  should utilize forest industry 
partidpation and other forest resource use agenaes for demonstration 
purposes. APR2490.ED [Pg 71 

Item number 4 is public  education. The people of B.C. must be made aware of 
the dynamic processes  in  place for both planning and management of the 
public's  resources, and that  these  processes are continually  being improved as 
the demands on various forest resources are being  increased towards 
sustainable  limits. APR2490.ED  [Pg 871 

There should be  more appropriate public  education.  Related to an earlier 
question, if the  Knowledge  Network  or CBC or maybe  even CTV could  pick 
up  some  good programs, the  Forest  Talk should probably be reinstituted. 
But  most importantly, I believe  that  compulsory forestry courses should 
become part of the public school curriculum, starting at about grade 4, ... 
APR2490.ED [Pg 1701 

I would say it behooves  the industry, the  Ministry, and I think land use 
people, people that want to see  a  good land use  policy  set,  to  become  involved 
directly  in  the education process.  APR1890.ED  [Pg  391 

It is apparent to  me that a  balanced approach to education about forestry and 
ecology must be incorporated into our education system, and must start at  an 
early age.  These  two  examples  showed  a  loss of, or a lack of credibility  that 
forest managers  have, and the  need  to  expand our education in forestry and 
ecology.  As long as public  opinion  sways  politicians then the  future of 
forestry and of the forest industry in B.C. will be moulded or influenced by 
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uninformed  or  a  misinformed  public,  or by a  vocal,  WelI-organized minority 
working  for  their own self-interest. APR1890.ED [Pg 631 

I'd make  the  comment, my  wife  is  an  elementary  school  teacher, and when I 
was  talking  with  her  about education in  forestry and ecology  last night she 
said  that as far  as she knew  there  weren't  even such rudimentary things as 
reading lists  or  recommended reading lists  for  teachers or children in forestry 
or  ecology.  APR1890.ED  [Pg 6 4 1  Mr. Hunter 

As I said in my  brief  to  you,  the greatest danger to the forest is from  the urban 
population,  whose  total  forest education is derived from  Walt  Disney  World, 
and Farley  Mowat's  book,  "Never Cry Wolf." It is  from attitudes such as this 
that  all our young p p l e  are getting their education of forest resource 
management. This is the reason that we must spend time within the school 
curriculum,  in  elementary  schools, and a great deal more time  in secondary 
schools  to educate what forest  management is about. APR1890.ED  [Pg 711 

Our educators must be given  some education of forest management during 
their  term of getting their degree in  education. I think that's very important, 
that you start - that teachers  get  some  education,  too. In our local 
community our ski club  has  a  woodlot that they harvest from for monetary 
reasons. We have also developed one of the finest cross country ski trails  in 
western Canada. We held  the  1989 Canadian senior championships were 
held on the  woodlot.  The  club  members do the planting, some site  prep, and 
they're also involved in the planning. These  same  trails are used for cycling 
in the summer, and the Forestry  Association  has developed nature trails 
throughout the  system. I think such things are a  real benefit and an 
education  to  the  public. APR1890.ED  [Pg 711 

. Given  the  extent to which the forest industry fuels this province, this is a 
very sad state of affairs.  The government should work  with industry to 
develop  an education program to have the public out on the  forest lands to 
see it and touch it for  themselves.  Take the expression, "A picture is worth a 
thousand words"  one step further. APR1890.ED [Pg 1041 

We have  talked  somewhat  today  about education within the  school  system. I 
am part of an  advisory  board  within  the  local  high  school for forestry  classes. 
There is one been  offered  this  year.  The  plan  is  to  have  two  next year, and 
possibly  even  three. APR1890,ED [Pg 1041 

Two,  that private landowners be encouraged  to  practice  forest management 
through greater education and demonstration activities.  Hopefully through 
FRDA II, and that the  B.C. Government  consider regulations requiring 
harvesting of private land be  conducted under a management plan,  with 
suitable harvesting techniques, and with adequate reforestation. AP1890.AS 
[Pg 671 
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Number five, education. I find  that there is a  lot of basic infomation on 
forest management  lacking in the public mind, and in particular, a 
misunderstanding of the long  timeframe  involved. To attempt to address 
this I would recommend,  one, that Forestry 11 classes be made mandatory in 
B.C. A P 1 8 9 O . A s  [Pg691 

The f i s t  is education. education must begin in our elementary, secondary 
and finished in the  advanced education system. Being able to understand the 
complex values and resources of our forests will help OUT children cope with 
the wise use decisions that will have to be made in the future. APR1990.MM 
[Pg  1391 

I would like  to  say  a little about one other matter that's turned up repeatedly 
and that is the question of education. The public are ignorant. Maybe we 
were 10,20 years ago;  not so much so now. So they're saying in the industry, 
then  let's  tell them more.  Let's  give  them  for data, more information, let's 
put on a PRB, PR blitz. APR2.590." [Pg 1361 

And  with the blessing of our district,  we are well on the way, taking the 
information  that we have, and the ecological  principles,  and beginning with a 
plan for the community education on this 40 acres  to spread to our awareness 
of our own land. APR2690.As [Pg 541 

Certainly, the coordinated resource  management planning brings in all  users, 
and any other interested parties, and the  decisions are basically management 
decisions, and they *e made by  Consensus.  There is an awful  lot of 
discussion and education, and understanding where the other person is 
coming  from  that  occurs during those planning processes. MAYO390.MM [Pg 
131 

Now I haven't driven around this area a  whole  lot, but you don't see an 
awful lot of education. You drove into a coffee shop south of the border, and 
there was something on the  table.  And I've driven a  good part of this 
province, and I often wonder who was the  forest  company that was involved 
here  and what did they do and ... MAY0390.W [Pg 871 

Right  now,  the  District of Mission wants to try and be part of a  member group 
in forming one of the  forest  tours that are quite popular in this area, which 
would be  like  a demonstration forest. We also are interested in providing 
forest education trails,  which  would  also  become part of the demonstration 
forest, so we'd like to move  in  that  direction. MAY290.MJ [Pg 391 

A large number of the  perceived  forestry  problems  identified  have  arisen  as a 
result of a lack of forestry information and education. The  forest industry has 
traditionally, in our opinion, done a  minimal amount of work in this area. 
The  Ministry of Forests  has  become  increasingly ineffiaent in providing 
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information and education in recent  years, as the present government 
appears to consider  this  not  to be a  function of the Ministry. 

This  is  difficult  to understand considering the importance of the forestry to 
the  economy of British  Columbia.  Present  policies  with  respect to the 
dissemination of information and education almost precludes any public 
servant undertaking the task of attempting to provide an information base to 
the public of British  Columbia, and I give this perspective with  a previous 26 
years  experience  with the Ministry of Forests.  MAY290.M) [Pg 1471 

I have a  very strong belief that our school children should really be given  a 
good grounding in what forestry  is  all  about, the economic  impact that 
forestry is going to have on  their  lives in this province. So the Ministry of 
education should play  a  role. The Forest  Service should certainly  play  a  big 
role, and absolutely, the forest industry has  to be involved  in  that whole 
process. MAY290.v [Pg 1701 

I support better  public education through  forestry  education. I think that 
forestry  courses in the  schools should be mandatory and that  the  media 
should be made accountable for what they state in the newspapers. What  we 
need in the newspapers are the  facts, so that  voters can  weigh out these 
decisions. MAY79O.AS  [Pg  391 

As forestry is our number one industry, I would like to see the following 
considered:  Forest education must become part of our education curriculum 
in the school  system and be taught by  teachers with a  background in natural 
resources.  University graduates are usually  absorbed in industry, ministries 
or  consulting, but some of these  graduates, as  well  as  experienced personnel, 
could  be  absorbed  into  the  education  system. MAY790.AS [Pg 581 

And  then  some  people  have argued that  there is a  place  for people's feelings. 
Feelings  can  change, but if you try to  eliminate  feelings  from the democratic 
process, I would  suggest to  you  that  it's  totally  unworkable. You can strive 
towards better education, and we've all  talked about that. But there still is 
going to  be that  element of preferences.  People  are  going to  look at a 
mountainside, I would submit  that  they're  not a11 going to  see  it the same 
even if they've worked together,  even if they've been on committees 
together. 

How  are  you going to deal  with  preferences and values in addition to  the  best 
job  you  can do  on education about the  facts?  That's  a  concern of mine in 
trying to reduce the disruption that you're talking about and others here are 
talking  about. MAY790.AS [Pg 1101 
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... it would be somewhat naive  to think that  the general public would have 
the  technical  ability to.recommend forest management practices. What the 
general public  does have the  ability to decide is  to what end we manage our 
forests, not  on how to  reach that end. If the  public education system provided 
for some factual  information on the  forest industry in B.C., and how much i t  
means to the province, perhaps the people would be able  to  make more 
informed choices.  MAY79O.AS  [Pg 681 

Public education is essential if they, the owners of o m  Crown lands, are to 
realize an optimal forest  benefit.  The  general  public  needs  better  access to 
information,  but must also learn to evaluate that information effectively. 
ArR2490.m [Pg 891 

As an environmentally-minded educator, I maintain that through the 
process of education, an informed public will be able to make informed 
decisions.  Some decentralization of the decision-making  process on both 
regional and community  levels I think should have merit.ARP2090.MM[Pg 01 

It  seems to me if you're going  to  ask the public to make deasions, someone 
should give  them  the knowledge to do it. The best  tool is education. When 
people have knowledge of a situation, they're less  likely to take an extreme 
view  on either side. They're  more  able to see everybody else's viewpoints, 
and that's avaa l  if we want to  work  together. MAY79O.M [Pg 1671 

But more important than that is the  public education. I feel  we need  a  more 
informed  public who are capable of more scientific thought. There's quite a 
bit of science  in  forestry, quite a  bit of grey zone there  too,  but there is quite a 
bit that can be sort of done in  black and white. ARp2090.MM [Pg 01 

I don't  really  think  we  can  change anyone's values  they put  on the forests or 
do we want to.  Everybody's  views are different of what a  forest  is, whether 
it's trees or wildlife  or  tourism. I think though with the education process we 
can inform  them  on what maybe some of the other issues or what they  may 
be giving up. 

There's other considerations that I don't know and maybe  there's others that 
somebody  from  tourism  or  wildlife doesn't know either. And  along  with 
that the educators, they  may learn more about other people's points of view 
as  well. I feel the education  there should be a lot more in the schools,  not just 
in the small towns. We have to  get  it into the metropolis, the bigger  centres. 
We have  to  get the adults involved  as  well.  The  small children will  grow up 
with  it but I think  we  need more public education for the adult community. 

I feel it should be carried out by a neutral  body,  somebody that's viewed  as not 
one side  or the  other,  such  as  a  forest  company  or  a preservationist group; 
somebody  like the B.C. Forestry  Association  or the CIF, somebody that's 
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viewed  as  not one side or the other,  such as a  forest  company  or  a 
preservationist group; somebody  like  the B.C. Forestry  Association  or  the  CIF, 
somebody that's viewed as neutral,  that don't take  sides  on the issue. 

It should be  a  hands-on type of education; show and tell,  walks  in  the  woods 
as much as possible. You can't do the education in a dassroom  or on TV for 
most of it. I think we have to get out into the woods  to see some of these 
things. ARP2090.MM  [Pg 01 

0 ... Commission be established as a permanent body to  act in the fashion of an 
ombudsman or arbiter. As such, the Commission could be charged with 
collecting and compiling  a data base of information and facts  for use in  crucial 
decisions, in decision-making situations or as needed for matters of public 
education. ARP2Wo.MM [Pg 01 . I view  public education as the way  out of this  morass we're in, in  resolving 
resource we and  land  use  conflicts  in  the  province. But unless we've got 
people that are doing it full  time and know how to educate ... MAY290.MJ IPg 
i13 j 
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Serious consideration should be given by the Ministry of Forests  to  liaise  with 
the Ministry of education "often it seems they don't talk to each other - and 
perhaps share some of the funding and expertise required to assist the 
implementation of a forestry curriculum on a provincial basis. I believe now 
is the right time frame for this. ARF2090.Mh4 [pg 01 

Sound management  comes  with  professional education which is based on 
valuable research  efforts. Funding must be available for both education and 
research. ApR2590.ED [Pg145]  Land 

L.waiIy, forest technician courses shouid be developed and encouraged at the 
high  school  and  post-secondary  levels.  There again, you were  speaking to  the 
City of Kamloops  about  education. If we started to, now, to educate our young 
people in the schools and the universities as to the effects that we're having 
on the world and on the - on our forests through poor cutting practices  or 
whatever, perhaps in the years to come we may eliminate a lot ... 
AFR1790.MM [Pg 271 

... provide local  decision-makers and the provinaal Round  Table with quality 
research and policy  advice  on  local matters pertaining to sustainable 
development. We're going  to do this  by researching and providing public 
disclosure of facts that surround resource  issues and conflicts in the interests 
of better public  decision-making;  develop public education materials on 
sustainable development; encourage better resource inventories; and  identify 
and encourage economic enterprises that  achieve  both  high employment and 
sustainability. APR1990.ED  [Pg 121 

Another  concern  that I have that relates  to public involvement  or  local 
involvement  in  decision-making  and  that is, we have to  find  ways,  we 
should find ways  whereby  local young people from northern communities 
can get the education needed to go into management decision-making  levels 
in forest management. ... 

I think the only  way that's going to happen is if people  from  the North, kids 
from  the North have adequate access  to education so that they  can aspire to be 
the  divisional  forester,  to be the  resource  officer, to be the operations 
manager, rather then the hook tender, the  backhoe operator or the people 
who are on the  line.  And I think that's an opportunity which  is starting to 
happen with technical  colleges and northwest community colleges. I think 
better access has to be provided in the education for kids from the North. It 
becomes very  prohibitive  to send kids to  Vancouver. So, we need  to 
decentralize our educational institution. APR2090.ED  [Pg 67-81 
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The  Ministry of Forests  has a good public  involvement  process. They just 
have to  make more use of it.  Many  people in the Ministry, even at the 
Resource  Officer  level, are not  familiar  with it  and have never heard of it. I 
would suggest more education in that regard,  even down to the Field 
Operation  Supervisor  level. APR2590.AS [Pg 981 

... education: education for silviculturists must include some range 
management  courses. We operate under the multiple use of resource 
philosophy.  Therefore  each industry must be knowledgable about other 
industries' uses and needs. APR18.MM [Pg 01 

Well, basically, I g u e s s  I come at education philosophically  from a different 
point of  view. I feel that our foresters, trained at the university, should not be 
trained as technicians.  They should be trained as thinkers and as minds, and 
the  technical training should be for  the  technical  level people. APR1990.MM 
[Pg 1191 Mr. Chandler 

_.. within the  schools and pre-schools,  it's  not  easy  to  find  someone  from 
Forestry  to  come to a preschool to  talk  about  how to manage  the  resource, 
what's involved in the  resource. I found  it  easier to find someone from 
Fisheries. I think  that if there  was a community education coordinator it 
would be helpful. APR2590.MM  [Pg 1241 

Now, in the  second  portion of that  report, we recommended a specific 
program which included research, education, and improved planning 
primarily; and secondly,  monitoring and potentially new legislation  and 
regulations  to  make sure that the soils are protected  in the province. 
MAY0390.MM [Pg 1131 

A second  problem  that we constantly  see goes all the way  back perhaps to 
education, but it's a problem  nonetheless and that's the  timber  bias of current 
approaches. MAY19O.MM [Pg 1371 

Well, I think it would have to  come  from a lot of different angles.  One of the 
things where I think that really  needs to change is forestry education in that 
sense, but I not  only  think that forestry education needs  to  change, I think 
there  is a lot of parts of our educational  system  that  needs to  change,  to  reflect 
that  need. MAY190.MM [Pg 1421 Mr. Hammond 
... this  goal  has been refined, and the  present 1990 goal  is: To manage the 
Mission tree farm  with  regard  for integrated use, environmental principles, 
and compliance  with management and legislative requirements to optimize 
economic and social  benefits  with  particular  emphasis on revenue, local 
employment,  recreational opportunities and forest education. MAY290.MJ 
[Pg 351 
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5.3 Inservice  Education 

Re: education by the forest industry and MofF: "... were to have the  forest 
industry heavily involved and the Ministry of Forests,  which is perceived, 
rightly or wrongly as the handmaidens of industry - although if you talk to 
industry, they certainly don't say  that - I would imagine that a lot of people 
would be quite upset with the education of their children being given over to 
- the fox and the  chickens. You know that  kind of situation? 
Because it's a political situation that we haven't settled out yet, we don't have 
a good consensus  on, I think the question of who teaches the children, it will 
be l i e  the question of teaching sex education in the schools. MAY290.MJ [Pg 
V I 1  
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Thematic Overview 

6.  Native Land Claims 

While  the issue of native Land  Claims  lies  beyond the mandate of the Commission, 
there is widespread public  concern  that  failure  to deal with land claims will lead  to 
further conflicts  which stand to disrupt the orderly conduct of integrated land use 
planning.  Some  systematic  settlement  process  is required as a component of the 
development of the  overall  provincial land use strategy. 

Results of Transcript Review 

Summarv: 

A search of the first transcripts for "land claim" and "land claims" found a total of 
118 occurrences.  Everyone who raised the issue  felt land claims should be settled. 
There  were  few  suggestions as to how that should be done. 

Examules of comments: 

. Regarding a forest  inventory, and land claims: "I can't see  how the Ministry 
of Forests  can  develop  an adequate forest  use  process without knowing the 
total amount of forest it has  to  work  with." 

0 "I think there  was  certain understanding, without prejudice of the land claim 
situation. The  two  large  companies and the two smaller bands went ahead 
and developed a relationship with  each other, a business relationship, other 
than the  political  item,  which is aboriginal  title  issue." 

0 "The  best  way  to ensure a healthy economy in B.C.  is  to allow  the Indians to 
participate in the economy rather than  to shut them out entirely. 
Recommendation No. 1 is that the B.C. Forest  Resources  Commission 
recommend  to the Government of British  Columbia that they  recognize 
aboriginal  title.  Secondly, that the Commission  recommend to the 
Government of B.C. that it respect  all  aboriginal  titles and refrain  from 
issuing all  titles, permits, licences, et cetera,  on the Indian land until such 
time  as  land  claims  and  the  question of aboriginal  title  have  been  successfullv 
resolved either through the courts or negotiation." 

. "We had selected  three  topics that are  most important in  our daily work. 
And  number  one is a comprehensive  land  allocation strategy is needed to 
establish  working  forest.  Indian  land  claims,  parks  and  wilderness, all need to 
be allocated." 

"I  feel  that  the  federal and provincial government must make every effort to 
resolve outstanding land claims  issues  with  the native people." 
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"Indian land claims should be settled, and no timber  cut  from land claimed by 
our aboriginal peoples. Their survival on their own land is paramount for 
their  fish, trapping, hunting and forests." 

"I think obviously I have an issue with the  Province of British  Columbia in 
lack  of settling land claims, so I think that there is an ownership question 
with  respect to the land that has to be resolved, and very quickly." 

"When we say that we would like the land claims settled, we are not asking 
for a handout,  but we are looking at being partidpants in the development of 
this country." 

"The ongoing native land claims questions must be addressed by the 
provincial government for a land use strategy to be meaningful." 

"Finally, in closing I would  like to urge through you that the province 
negotiate  an honourable settlement of Indian land claims, and I hope that 
that  process in one way  or  another will include the involvement of people 
like  myself." 

"Progress must be made towards settling native land claims, and involving 
native groups in the management of forest  lands." 

"Finally, my fourth item is brief and I can't let a Commission of this nature 
come  to the Charlottes without speaking to  you about aboriginal title, Native 
land claims.  I've seen a lot  of the forests of the Charlottes and I cannot escape 
the  conclusion that the  Haida  people  used, they occupied it  and had title  to 
these lands long  before  we  were  here,  and the more I learn how to recognize 
the  signs of their  forest use and occupation,  the streams and the shorelines, 
the  more I see of it. 

Social  justice,  peace and stability in our community and economic 
development here, all requires that this issue of aboriginal title be quickly, 
urgently and properly addressed by the Provinaal Government, and I urge 
you  to  make this point  absolutely  clear  to them." 

"I think that one of the  biggest  issues  which  needs  to be addressed - and I put 
it at the top of my list - and that  relates  to Native land claims. I feel  that 
without a clear understanding of jurisdiction and decision-making 
responsibility or authority, that  much of what we're discussing today is a 
moot point. I think that of all  issues around, that particular matter must be 
resolved and addressed by the  provincial government and I would  say that 
that is a priority, it should happen and without that happening, I don't 
believe that many of the great  ideas that may  come out of this  Commission 
could  be  implemented. So, I would put that at the top of my list." 

'The same arguments made for the tenure recommendations can be made for 
native land  claims.  Unsolved  claims  just add uncertainty and they 
discourage investment." 

"And the  last point I would like to make is that the area known as  Clayoquot 
Sound  was expropriated from their  aboriginal  peoples without any treaty ever 
being signed.  And to take this land and clear-cut it  and decimate it  before 
land claims have  been  settled  would be, I feel, an atroaous crime.  And I feel 
that until a complete inventory of old growth is done, until the aboriginal 
land title  is settled, until we have an overview of what clear-cutting  old 
growth forests  is  going  to  have on the  global  picture, I think that there should 
be a moratorium on any more cutting of old  growth." 

"You know, if you're going  to have logging plans that are going  to  affect our 
communities then we have to be involved, and our right to be involved  has 
to  be  recognized." 

"Not  only do the native  people  have a right to  this  land,  but we have a lot to 
learn  from  them. We should'learn to sit down with  them, to recognize and 
respect our lands claims, and we should entertain a meaningful  decision so 
we  can  learn  how  they  managed  to live sustainable on  these lands in the 
past." 

"One issue that we never  really dwelt on in any detail in the  brief, but which 
really  requires some addressing, is the effect of Native  land  claims,  which are 
increasingly  impacting on the forest  resource  use strategies in the province. 
Until  the  federal and provincial  governments develop a policy  on  how  to 
deal  with  this issue there is going to  be  needless  tie-ups,  delays and legal 
expenses  for  any of the  forest  resource  users." 

"If the Assoaation of B.C. Professional  Foresters'  proposed land use  strategy is 
adopted, Native Indian land  claims  will  have  to  be  dealt  with  in earnest by 
the provincial government." 

"We haven't had  the  direct impact yet of native land claims on our company, 
but we feel that industry-wide there is a definite  need  for  the  resolution of 
native land  claims. We don't believe  that  the present government position 
of non-involvement is acceptable, and we don't believe  that the costs of 
delays and disruptions to  the forest industry caused by confrontations is 
acceptable." 

"Native land  claims include some major forested  areas in our province. 
Justice for native people  include  fair  settlement  to  these  claims.  Absolutely 
no  logging should take place in disputed areas until all  claims have been 
settled to the  satisfaction of the  aboriginal  people  concerned." 
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Future of Our  Forests Native Land  Claims 

0 "Any future plans for the forests are incomplete without considering the land 
claims  issue. There are moral, social and economic  reasons for meaningful 
negotiations to  begin  immediately." 

0 "Summarily, I think there  should be a moratorium on logging in areas 
subject to Native land claims, until these claims are resolved. And  this isn't a 
question of forestry, this is more a question of ethi cs..." 

b "...the  province cannot claim  to be addressing the needs of sustainable forestry 
if they don't start to negotiate in real good faith with the Native people on the 
land daims issues." 

b "The Stein controversy has made the people of Fraser Canyon communities 
into the meat in the sandwich between native groups with land claims,  a 
growing environmental movement and the Ministry of Forests.  We  fear that 
by the time  a  solution has been found, our local  mills  may be hard hit by 
timber shortages." 

0 "This would also include an immediate approach to the 5tart of negotiations 
for settling Native Indian land claims. We can no longer hide our head in 
sand and hope they will go away. We need to be fair and we  need to treat 
them as equal atizens of Canada." 

. "The Native Indian issue is of prime concern to us and the main one is, the 
first  part, the Indian  issue is native land claims and we would urge  the 
governments to  make that a  high priority to solve that issue so that we  can 
get on with  the  management of the  forest  resources for the  good of dl the 
people of B.C." 
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Unique Ideas 
Future of Our  Forests 

Introduction 

This  material  is a composite of all the "Unique  Ideas"  taken  from the Summaryies 
of Submissions  abstracted by Praxis/Salasan. A reference at the  end of each quote 
provides sourcing if it is necessary  to  find  the  original  submission. 

Unique Ideas 

Company community relations  officer should be designated and have enough 
authority to  act on complaints BP  417-481 [Pg 51 

Company  community relations officer should be designated and have enough 
authority to  act on complaintsBP  417-481 [Pg 51 

Forest companies in association with local  communities could provide tours of 
'the  working forest'BP  417-481 [Pg 101 

"Where  mills  or operations are closed down in  smaller  communities and jobs lost, 
it should be  the  responsibility of large  licencee's to establish other forest related 
industries to  keep a relative  balance  in  employment"  Page 1BP 417-481  [Pg 201 

Submission introduces the notion of holistic  timber management guided by two 
principles: 
*Uncommon,  declining and/or not  readily  visible  species are not  sacrificed  for 
common  species  or  species desired for human purposes 
*Natural processes of change and natural functioning of the  forest are fully 
utilizedBP  417-481  [Pg 231 

Presenter  suggest  the ideas of Herb  Hammond  as a starting point  for  forest 
management: 
*Onethird of productive forest  land should be conveyed by long  term tenures to  the 
forest industry for  intensive  management.  The land would  have gentle 
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topography, be near to mills and be capable of sustaining chemical forestry without 
risk to humans or  wildlife 
.Onethird of forest designated for low impact foreshy using  selective  logging, 
ecological rotations etc. 
*Onethird protected  from  logging  in perpetuity. Entire watersheds and  groups of 
watersheds would be set aside to be used  for  recreation,  wildlife  protection and 
tourism BP 417-481 [Pg 261 

One  large integrated forest  company should be publicly owned and publicly 
controlled to show the way to sustainable forest  management and value added 
manufacturing 
To increase  democratic  control a system of regionally elected forest boards, similar to 
school boards, should be  set up to  administer  the  forest  industryBP 417-481  [Pg  271 

Establishment  of a natural resource program in the proposed  Ministry of Education 
Curriculum 2000 BP 417-481 [Pg 551 

Utilize  all  waste  wood  by chipping at the harvest site.  "When  wood is being 
wasted within 40 miles of a pulp mill it seems logical  to  compare  the  cost of 
chipping on the spot with the costs of hauling intact  waste."  Another  possibility is 
using chipped wood as organic  cover, thus avoiding burning and its effects on  soil 
erosion. BP 417-481 [Pg 601 

Stumpage fees should not  go into general revenue but back into funding for better 
forest management BP 417-481 [Pg 681 

Encourage  direct  contact  between MOF offiaals and the independent loggers  who 
contract  to  licencees 
Develop a system where independent contractors can put a lien  on  licencee  logs if 
reauired 1 
Establish  firm  policy guidelines regarding clearcutting so that when it is necessary it  
can be done without critiasmBP 600-659 [Pg 61 

! 

A portion of stumpage owing should be forgiven in return for  the enhancement of 
the harvest area  by improving wildlife  habitat,  juvenile tree spaang, immature tree 
thinning and selective  timber  harvestingBP 600-659  [Pg  621 

Take into serious consideration  recommendations  for  change presented at the  State 
of the Islands  Conference  held  in  Nanaimo in October,  1989 and as appended to 
submission.DW 298 on [Pg 61 

Eliminate provincial slash burning. 
- Greatly reduce provincial  clear-cutting. 
- Phase in selective stand improvement  logging. 
- Modify present  timber  allocations.DW 298  on [Pg 91 

Combine  small  business  forest enterprise allocations  with  those of wood  lot 
program to increase  the  emphasis on small-scale  forestry. If average  wood  lot 
licenses are reduced, a greater  number of licenses  can  be  issued - a ten-fold  increase 
is recommended  in all areas of the  province  at an accelerated  rate.DW  298 on [Pg 131 

Costs  for intensive siviculture on tree  farm  licenses  be deducted from stumpage to 
help  create a more  desirable forest.DW  298 on [Pg 181 

Logging  machines should crunch up tree  tops,  limbs,  etc. into the ground, allowing 
natural  decay to take  place. 
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- Lf an area has to be clear-cut  with  excess  debris, a slight windrowing by machines to 
make tree planting easier would leave more natural material on the  forest  floor, 
thus keeping the ground from drying out 50 fast.DW  302 - [Pg 111 

Establishment of land-use strategy plan would be proactive response to resolution 
of current conflicts.DW  302 - [Pg 211 

New independent institution, perhaps modelled on the  judiciary, with mandate to 
manage  forests  over  the long term - 100 years  planning  horizon.GB 817 - 849  [Pg 191 

Stumpage revenues on Crown land should be targeted  for  forestry management 
activities.  Forestry course should be compulsory in BC Senior  High  Schools - 
resource managers should be involved in the production of textbooks.GB  817 - 849 
[Pg  221 

Management  (logging) of wilderness areas for  fire hazards and pest  controlGB 817 - 
849 [Pg 361 

saw mills and  pulp mills should compete for logs on an open market 
- this would ensure better  utilization and aggressive value added programsGB 
newest  [Pg 1'1 1 

emphasis on public  policy and bringing government agencies  to  account for their 
practicesGB  newest  [Pg 201 
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use prisoners serving time  for  non-violent  crime  to provide labour for much 
needed programs on "spacing" GB newest [Pg 301 

wee farms as  the  only  source of trees GB newest  [Pg 321 

Reestablishment of Regional  Resource  Management  Committees GB newest  [Pg 431 

Dvelopment of an arbitration process  to settle conflicts  (cites  labour  relations  model) 
GB newest  [Pg 451 

Exchange of operational  expertise and research data between  Alberta  and Northern 
BC mixed  wood  users GB newest  [Pg 471 

A.A.C. from the largest multinational company to the  smallest  wood  lot operator, 
based on performance of generating  new  growth. GS 263-297 [Pg 31 

Ministry of Forests  could  make  the industry cease  harvesting  every  third  year and 
practice silviculture instead? 
- Global  Village  concept: 

- forests  managed  like a woodlot of the village 
- least human disturbance 
- removal of material  from the woodlot  requires  the  people of the village  to 

make a decision GS 263-297 [Pg 81 

- need to put as  much or more  effort  into thinning and enhancement of 
growing  forests  as  being put into planting  seedlings GS  263-297  [Pg 9) 

- establishment of locally  elected boards (similar to  school boards) which  could 
be responsible to an elected  provincial  board GS 263-297 [Pg 131 
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- this submission is full of creative ideas and solutions to current problems GS 
263-297  [Pg 181 

- development of guidelines for forest  companies  to practice sound 
environmental logging  practices GS 482-501 [Pg 101 

- implement required forest management in the public school system GS 482- 
501 [Pg 181 

- Commission should c0nsider.a moratorium on cutting further old growth 

- urge the complete  protection  from logging or other resource extraction of at 

- Stikine River be upgraded from  "recreation corridor" status and be 

[Pg 21 

forest 

least one river system (suggest the  Tatshenshini River) . 

incorporated  with  the Spahizi plateau into an enlarged  protected  area GS 901-931 

- empowerment of communities and regions to effectively shape their own 

- Clayoquot  Sound  Sustainable  Development  Task  Force GS 901-931 [Pg 41 
future 

- Course in  forestry as part of the  core  curriculum  in  the  school  system. GS 901- 
931 [Pgll] 

- the presenter includes a draft of their  Cooperative  Resource Base Planning 
process;  summary  is  above GS 901-931 [Pg 151 

- the  analogy  to a ball team in the  letter  to  Vander  Zalm is quite  effective 
- he contributes some  good  ideas  for  long-term  goals and objectives GS 901-931 
[Pg 181 

- establishment of a levy of 5 cents/thousand board feet  of timber  harvested  to 
be devoted  exclusively  to  forest  products  research GS 901-931 [Pg 271 

Commission  is  working  from assumptions that the issue is  "managing the forests" - 
this is acceptable in the ihort term but must change  in the long  term. MB  314-416 
[Pg 141 

Commission must face enormous dilemma: If you do not propose enough, all  is 
lost. If you do propose enough, yo- masters will ignore  you, and go right on 
sanctioning  resource  depletion. Only hope is to be so startling, so truthful and, in 
the sense of "getting  to the roof', so profoundly  radical, and therefore so unexpected, 
coming  from  such an offiaal and august body,  that  it  will have the power to  electrify 
all,  create  widespread  debate, and thus move US a little closer to actually  achieving 
something  lasting. MB 760 - 770 [Pg 51 

might  consider  California,  Oregon and Washington approach of establishing a 
Forest  Practices  Board - to solicit,  obtain and use input form  citizen's participation 
efforts  in  developing, implementing and managing  Forestry Department programs 
(Oregon). The Commission should consider  recommending that experiences in 
California,  Oregon and Washington be examined. MB 760 - 770 [Pg 101 

- recommends a system of conflict  resolution  processes and regulations which are 
flexible and goal-oriented 
- there is deep polarization and entrenched  positions  among participants in forestry, 
and participants have incomplete  information,  which  complicates discussions 
- describes  present state of  conflict over  forestry - of industry, government,  and 
public  lacking  confidence  in partidpants 
- to resolve  problem:  first,  need  wide  consultation program. Commission's  work is 
a good start - also need  information  sessions to  inform participants on what the 
issues  and problems are and what the potential solutions  are.  Then,  work  with 
partidpants  on how to consult on these  issues and how to work towards a solution 
I this  might  involve developing a consultative agreement between participants MB 
760 - 770 [Pg 101 

j 
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reordering of Government Priority: 
1. preservation of health environment 
2. maximize quality of life of mankind 
3. maximize material  affluence as measured  by GNP or GDP PR 1217 -1228 [Pg 

61 

finanaal analogy to explain  forest  management: 
to  effectively  manage a portfolio of assets  (forest  resources) with 
sustainable,  long  term  fiscal  viability as a stated objective,  there is manner to 

resources not only  timber) is the indisputable key to attainment 
of that objective PR 1217 -1228 [Pg 171 

proceed: diversity (utilization of all  forest 

proposes a five dollar pay-roll deduction bi-weekly  from lumber mill members to  be 
set aside to fund efforts of groups concerned  with future of environment PR 771 - 
815 [Pg 211 

use  of  Long  Line or Sky  Line logging  method  (Oregon  model) PR 771 - 816 [Pg 121 

creation of Forest  Management  Council,  not as advisory group but  technocratic in 
nature with  real planning power PR final [Pg E] 

Principled  Negotiation: 
- means  negotiation on the merits,  i.e, attempts to  maximize  all  interests of 
negotiators,  does not focus  on  compromises 
- disputes to be resolved  on merits of arguments rather than strengths of wills 
four key prinaples of model. 
- Separate people from the problem, i.e, substantive issues and "people problems" 
are two separate issues 
- Focus on  interests,  not  positions 
- Invent options for mutual gain, i.e, through brainstorming sessions options can  be 
generated,  however  difficult step to  achieve,  must  be aware of premature 
judgement,  searching  for  single  answer, assumption of a fixed  pie, and thinking that 
"solving their problem is their problem" 
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- insist  on using explicit  criteria, i.e, negotiation is  based on principles, but 
negotiators must agree on criteria  used  to  judge  these  principles PR final [Pg 311 

Returning a proportion of revenues to forestry-dependent communities. RC1 1012 - 
1026 [Pg 111 

The use of formal Resource  Guidelines  "to  develop a base  for the consideration of 
resource  values", in,addition  to the more  widespread use of local resource use  plans 
to put the  principles into practice. RCllOl2 - 1026 [Pg 171 

Section 124(4) of the Forest  Act should be amended as  follows:  "Where  money 
appropriated for fire and pest  insect suppression is insufficient,  the  money required 
shall be paid out of the  consolidated revenue fund without any other appropriations 
other than  this  subsection". RCL  1027 - 1042 [Pg 31 

"Today's generation has  the  same opportunity and in fact has  the  ability  to  pass  on 
increased  forest  wealth  and a better  managed forest to future generations." RCL 1027 
- 1042  [Pg 41 

i 

Christmas  Tree  farming is  an integral part of the  local  economy  and  is a wise  use of 
poor site forest lands. Through  cooperation and joint users, Christmas  Tree 
management is often the most  economic land use. RCL  1027 - 1042 [Pg 61 

i 
i 

I 

Resource  Interaction  Boards  for  each TSA, Provincial  vision,  Ministry  of Natural 
Resource  Planning; RCL 1027 - 1042 [Pg 171 

Programs/articles should be  factual,  unbiased and non-technical  in nature and 
should  not  attempt to sell  any  one  viewpoint. RCL 1043 - 1057  [Pg 31 
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"Forests are multi-dimensional in nature. They are the glue  that connects 
Cornerstones. Best water  comes  from trees, trees make soil, trees capture sunlight, 
trees  clean air and filter.  Trees are important, yet the Ministry defines its value in 
terms of board feet and tonnes of pulp. Every civilization  that has removed its trees 
has  become  extinct  because  water,  soil, air were simultaneously removed, the 
cornerstones of nature altered, the life-support  system  destroyed." RCL 1043 - 1057 
[Pg 81 

Is on a lecture  circuit of high school geography classes to present remote sensing and 
GIS as a possible  career  choice.  Will submit Commission the results to help you 
deade the future of our children's forests. RCL 1043 - 1057 [Pg 121 

,.Form regional  unbiased groups to  compile the facts, make them understandable, 
and  present  them  to  public. RCL  1043 - 1057 [Pg 131 

By putting forest  licences cutting permits up for  public auction, with the licensee 
having  the right to  meet the highest  bid. A large  free market would develop to 
reduce  the  high  cost of stumpage paid  by SBFEP.  The  SBFEP might  them  become a 
real, viable  programme, rather than the  artificial one it is now. RCL  1058 - 1071  [Pg 31 

Strategies and policies must be promoted to encourage forest productivity along 
with  their  consumption.  Richard - 804 - [Pg 21 

1) Different  forest  harvesting  practices including groundskidding, windrowing, 
blade  scarification,  crawler  tractors,  banning of pestiades. 
2) Nature works  better if brush and "weed-tree" species are left  to restore nutrients 
to the  soil.  Some modem foresters  suggest some sites will  have to be  left to grow 
alder  for 100-200 years  to  restore  the  soil. 
3) That  this  Megin  River  system be deleted  from MB's TFL 44 and  added  to 
Strathcona Park. 
4) TFL's must be phased out as won as possible and no more tenures rolled  over 
into TFLs as  seemed so dear to  Dave  Parker's  heart.  Society's changing needs mean 
options must be kept open and we must not  be  bound  for 25 years or more  to  the 
whims of a head  office  in  New  York.  Richard - 804 - [Pg 51 

Begin  to use B.C.'s hardwoods - alder,  aspen,  cottonwood,  birch  are presently 
bypassed stands of cedar  and  hemlock.  Richard - 804 - [Pg 71 

Recommendations: 
- Legislation ensuring availability of wildlife  habitat. 
- No range in alpine/sub=alpine areas due to sensitivity. 
- No more range expansion as  this  replaces  wildlife. 
- Logging must not  obliterate  hiking  trails - buffer zone required. 
- On  well travelled routes logging results must be  aesthetic. 
- Revisions to AAC must be reviewed annually not every five  years. 
- Cut  rates must be more realistic  with  respect  to  regeneration. 
- No slash burning - leave debris for natural decomposition. 
- Continue genetic diversity with seed nurseries in every community. 
- Preplan  forestry in large blocks, not  "bit x bit"  harvesting.  Reduce  soil degradation. 
- Use  selective  logging  to  protect  water quality/quantity - only if permitted by  local 
users of the  watershed. 
- Watershed  control either by  local  waterboard authorities or  foresters  who  have 
strong protectionist  guidelines. 
- Clearcut  logging  not part of harvesting practices. 
- Readjust harvest methods to  leave large enough areas to provide "snags" for 
nesting birds etc. 
- Encourage  more  secondary  processing - cottage industries etc. 
- No logs leave B.C. for others to  process. 
- Diversify the economy so not so reliant  on  forestry. 
- Acknowledge  there must be areas  where  top  priority is not  logging - but watershed, 
wilderness,  etc.  Richard - 804 - [Pg 91 

The  Ministry of Forests  must  take  the  lead  role in the development and 
implementation of a Provincial  Land  Use  Strategy. Comprehensive resource 
inventories must  be undertaken immediately and objectives must be  established for 
the management of all natural resources  within the Province. 
- We recommend the establishment of area  based  tenures as a means of encouraging 
the development of a stable  forest industry and a high standard of sustained yield 
forest management. 
- The  Commission should strongly endorse the principles of intensive forestry and 
urge  the  Government  to  accept  responsibility  for ensuring that aggressive programs 
are conducted on Crown land. 
- The  Commission should urge the  Ministry of Forests  to  accept  the  "Task  Force 
Report on Incremental  Silviculture" and implement its proposals which are 
designed to increase industry participation in intensive forestry. 
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- The  Commission should urge the Ministry of  Forests  to  significantly improve the 
quality of growth and yield  information  available  for B.C. species  and site 
conditions. 
- We recommend that the Commission strongly endorse the concept of integrated 
forest land use. 
- The Ministry of Forests must implement a strong and comprehensive education 
and information program with the objective of increasing public awareness of forest 
and tenure policy,  economics, and sivicultural practices in the  forests of B.C. The 
Government should fund such education programs since it controls almost all 
forest land in the Province. 
- The  Provincial Government should establish "Regional Round Tables" as a means 
of addressing the  forest  management  concerns of the various regions of the 
Province and providing a more equitable balance to the deasion making  process. 
Richad - 804 - [Pg  121 

"I believe that British Columbia's  objective  sho.uld be to have 5,000 woodlots 
produang about 10% of our annual harvest. B.C.'s forest industry will be the 
benefiaary; it will  acquire  nearly  ail  the logs produced. We would then have 10,000 
to 20,000 people directly  concerned with the  management, growth and maintenance 
of our accessible  forests.  These  people would be interested in more than logs;  they 
would  also be interested in the lifestyles  and independence that forestry would 
engender."  Richard - 804 - [Pg 141 

Long  term  forest planning, based on centuries rather than decades 
- Sustainable  selective cutting. 
- Consideration of Galiano  as a distinct unit rather than as part of a much larger Tree 
Farm,  with an annual cut not  exceeding  the regrowth in the local  area. 
- Protection of sensitive areas and watersheds. 
- Setting aside of several key beauty spots and sensitive  ecological  zones as land 
trust,  park or preserve. 
- Continuation of rural island lifestyle. 
- Development of small-scale value added local  wood products industries such as 
portable milling;  lumber  finishing;  manufacturing;  firewood supply; other  forest 
uses such as harvesting mushrooms or  salal. 
- Consensus deasion making  process with public input  on forest land use 
- Public funding of feasibility studies of community  scale  business;  forest practise 
assessments and public education on forestry  issues. 
- Community  control of community  resources.  Richard - 804 - [Pg 161 

T 
I 1) Groundwater supplies also depend on functional  waters ;heds  and thei .r forest 

cover should remainas little as pdssible disturbed. Watersheds should never  be 
clearcut. 
2) Category I watersheds with drainage areas  smaller than 6 square miles should be 
removed  from the annual allowable cut lands and should certainly  never be 
clearcut. 
3) Integrated Watershed  Management  Plan  procedures should be made mandatory 
for  all consumptive  use  watersheds.  Richard - 804 - [Pg  191 

i Need inventory of all remaining old growth in  B.C. - Build on concept of New Forestry  being  developed  in Paafic Northwest. 
What  can we do? - local/personal action 
- visit an endangered forest such as Carmanah/compare to plantations and clearcuts 

- use  recycled  materials  and  recycle. 
- participate in land use planning at the community  level. 
- support local,  self-government  as a way to  control  resources. 
- supportive local land/community trusts. 
- look at wholistic  forestry. 
What  can industry do? 
- work toward conversion of pulp mills  to  recycling of post consumer  waste as  high 
ratio to pulpwood. 
- develop deinking plants. 
- more  diversified  and  locally-based  economy 
It's Happening Now 
- workers demanding input into  company planning 
- community  forest  boards 
What  can government do? 
- reclaim  responsibiliy for monitoring 
- strengthen legislation - total  accountability  for damage 
- set aside old growth reseves 
- time  to  beginning managing is now 
Solutions are at hand now.  Richard - 804 - [Pg 211 

i 
I - be responsible in own home  for  consumption of forest products. i 

- An overall  approach of integrated  resource  management is the only option for 
managing our future forests.  Richard - 804 - [Pg 261 
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B 
Chief Forester  position should be reinstated to give leadership to Forest  Service. 
Also final authority. 
- Need to  recover the responsibilities of maintaining the records of crops/sales - 
must inspect all phases of forest harvest from preharvest to  final planting and 
regenerated  plantations. This must be done by Forest  Service, not contractor or 
Licensees.  More  field staff and less travel time required for Forest  Service - restaff 
former ranger districts with field  staff.  The  whole  concept of contracting out must 
be reviewed. To better determine AAC's the  following is required: 
1) A better and  updated inventory of the timber  resource  is required. 
2) A more accurate assessment of non satisfactorily  stocked WSA)'s) areas and more 
positive policies in establishing new forests on these areas including site preparation 
and planting or measures necessary to obtain natural regeneration. 
3) Intensive Forestry - This mainly  covers spacing of plantation, fertilization, 
licensee nurseries  and seed orchards. 4) Harvesting Profile of Available 
Timber - The information  on the diameter range of the available timber should be 
updated as it will  affect future design of sawmills or other manufacturing facilities. 
5) Fall Down Effect of the T.S.A. Annual  Allowable  Cut - This is a reduction in the 
annual allowable cut resulting in the reduction of timber  available for harvest due 
basically to the completion of harvest of the  old growth timber. 
6) The Timber Supply Analysis - This  actual  analysis of the timber supply area 
involves assessment of all the values of dl resources  with input from all other 
agencies and public and is the basis  for  calculating the annual allowable cut. 
7) Introduction of Pulp Harvesting Agreements - These pulp harvesting agreements 
have  been superimposed upon the  cut of timber supply areas after the A.A.C.  for 
these units have been calculated. 8) Paper Recycling Plant - In order to 
reduce the drain on the  timber  values of the  forest,  the use of recycled  and 
unbleached paper and the reduction of waste of all timber  products must be 
implemented. Instead of constructing new pulp mills government should foster or 
otherwise encourage the construction of plants capable of recycling waste newspaper 
and other paper products. 
- Ranchers should be obligated  to provide better  control of cattle  through riders 
preventing cattle  from  concentrating  on  specific areas. Smaller  ranches could pool 
riders on a cooperative  basis  to  reduce costs. The logging industry could cooperate 
when  possible in the  timing of the cutting of blocks, site preparation and planting 
activities  to provide more grazing in  specific areas. Overgrazing is a perennial 
problem and by keeping  cattle too long on ranges also used as habitat by wildlife, 
reduces the browse  available  to  wildlife  particularly  those  areas  which are critical  for 
them  in the fall and winter. 
- There must be more public input into the  forest management planning process. 
Richard 1 [Pg 41 

1) The forestry  sector, the public, and legislators must be  better  informed about 
sustainable development, the  possible  costs of adhering or  not adhering to this 
concept, the full values of all forest  resources,  and  the long term  benefits of the 
transition  to sustainable forest  land  use; 
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2) an informed  public must be involved,  along  with  legislators,  experts and the 
forestry  sector, in establishing  long  term  goals  for  forestry development, standards of 
performance  in  commercial forestry activity,  limits of acceptable environmental 
impacts, and development of regulations and/or incentives for ensuring that 
sustainable development is attained; ~ i 

3) for commercial timber harvesting,  long  term industrial wood requirements must 
be clearly  defined,  and must match  the  biological  capacity of the forest to supply the 
fibre; ! 

4) publicly and biologically  acceptable  limits  to impairment of  the environment 
must be the base  for standards of forest  harvesting,  processing,  forest management 
practices, and for other consumptive or non-consumptive forest uses; 

5) human activities inside and outside forests  that damage forest  ecosystems by 
causing such problems  as  aerial  pollution and climatic  change must be reduced; and 

6) strong research and development  programs must be maintained or expanded to: 
increase our knowledge  and understanding of forest  ecosystems;  increase our 
knowledge and understanding of the  effects of various natural human stresses on 
these  ecosystems; and improve our capability  to  predict the response of forest 
ecosystem  to  these  stresses."  Richard 1 [Pg 91 

Woodlot  Licences 
Cruising - Currently deciduous species  such  as  Aspen and Birch are on the threshold 
of being  recognized  as  commercial speaes in  the B.C. Interior. We have refused to 
comply with the 3 metre down order for  the Birch on Cutting Permit A. Naturally 
we are to say the  leas, unpopular with  the  Ministry of Forests i the  Prince  George 
Forest  District. We did  not want to clearcut Cutting Permit A, however, the reality 
is that we  would  have  not been issued Cutting Permit A had we not prepared and 
signed the P.H.S.P.s  exactly  to  the  only  prescription  the  Prince  George  Forest  District 
would  accept. This unfortunately, is reality. 
Cutting  Permits - We have a special  logging  technique that takes more pre-logging 
outlay and a special  logging  technique  with  specific equipment and operator 
knowhow  that does minimal damage to reserve a residual stand. This means more 
capital outlay initially but the preservation of a residual stand followed  by spot 
planting and spacing  means a big stride towards  realizing a future crop within a 
shorter time frame. Additionally it means  the  forest land following  logging  is in a 
state more  compatible  with the environment. We know it can  be done but we thus 
far have  been  refused a chance  to  implement  it. 
Road  Development  Permit - We first of all  believe  that  Spruce is not  necessarily  the 
best  species for the forest otherwise wh;y doesn't  the  forest grow nothing  else but 
Spruce. We believe that Balsam (Alpine fir) is a good  commercial  species  not  to 
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mention Lodgepole pine and douglas fir. WE also believe  that  the Birch and Aspen 
are also valuable."P.H.S.P.'s - We believe our silviculture prescription is more in 
recognition of multiple use and  the protection of the environment. We believe that 
our silviculture prescription is a better return on the investment considering 
harvesting a stand within a shorter time frame. Richard 1 [Pg 121 

Forestry  Strategy:  p.  17-23 
1) Develop  overall  objectives for use of forest resources. 
2) Develop a plan to achieve  the provinaal/rkgional objectives.  Plan would 
indude goals for all resource programs. Plans  would be developed regionally. 
3) Change decision  making  process  immediately. A provincial body (BCFRC or 
Round  Table) given responsibility to oversee  the  process of objective setting and 
plan development (Steps 1+2). This body coordinate establishment of regional 
groups, set boundaries, membership including regional district reps. 
4) Regional groups must set their  objectives develop plans with adequate input 
from the public conflicts  with  provincial body to be worked out (i.e.  Regional  AAC). 
5 )  Forestry planning process  below  this  level  would  remain  as  is. 
6) Regional/Provinaal bodies annually review and  update for next year. 
Forest  Management Program 
1)  Work immediately on a general inventory of OUT forest resources. 
2) The backlog of good  and  medium site not  satisfactorily restoked forest land 
should be eliminated not later  than  the year  2000. 
3) A policy for encouraging industrial forest  management investments must be 
implemented as soon as possible. 
4) The Tree Farm  Licence ('7"') remains a valid  form of tenure, but public 
misconceptions about it must be addressed. 
5 )  Careful  consideration should, therefore, also be given  to the f e e  simple sale of 
Crown  forest  land. 
6) Crown-leased, private and federal lands which are suitable for  forestry but not 
now  being  used  for  that,  or any higher purpose should be brought  back into forestry 
production. 
7) Management of forest resources other than  timber must be  enhanced. 
Responsibility  for  those  resources should be  placed  with the government agency 
responsible  for  timer so that a more  coordinated approach can exist.  More  people 
versed in the management of these other resources must be brought into the 
process. Richard 2 [Pg 61 

Major Recommendations: 
1. Total  Forest  Resources  Inventory  Required. 
2. Establishment of a total,  coordinated  Ministry of Natural Resources 
3. Using the new inventory and the new Ministry management team, develop an 
improved land use  strategy. This can  only be accomplished if the  process of 
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developing a land  use strategy encompasses  long-term  goals,  objectives, and the 
overall  concept of interdependency between the various user groups. 
4. Develop  and implement in  conjunction  with the Ministry of Education, a 
mandatory "Forest  Resources  Education"  course in the school systems. 
5.  Government to develop  "new  look" polides that enhance the Land Use Strategy. 
These polities would be made  in  response  than  to  real needs as generated by the 
Strategy,  as  opposed  to  solely  emotional  needs  invoked through a political  process. 
6. Government to develop positive  incentive  programs that would actually 
encourage industry to practice enhanced  (intensive) forest management. 
7. Government must review the revenue they wish  to generate from the  timber 
resource,  or  conversely if they want revenues to  remain  high,  they must reinvest a 
much  higher portion of revenues  back into forest land management and  the 
Community.  Richard 2 [Pg 81 

- demonstration Permaculture Farm  which integrates diverse agricultural 
components  into a total  land  use  scheme S 1230-49 [Pg 81 

- creation of a Royal  Commission  to  examine  the  forests of B.C., with an 
ecologist as the  Chairperson S 1230-49  [Pg 141 

- mandatory forestry  courses  must be implemented  at all  levels  in the public 
school  system S 1230-49 [Pg 271 

- Community  Forest  Licences 
- Community Forest  Boards 
- "Landed  Forestry" S 1230-49  [Pg  371 

Develop a Ministry of Natural Resources  to  manage multiple use of the land base. S 
1250-1260 [Pg 71 

Implement a coordinated natural resource inventory/ protection program such as 
the one run by  the US. Nature Conservancy. S 1261-64 [Pg 41 
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